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PART I
LANDHOLDINGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE NORMAN PERIOD

CHAPTER I. TH2 MANORIAL SYSTEM OF THE NORMAN PERIOD
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to understand the variations and many r>eculiar-
ities of the system of landholding in England in the seven-
teenth century it is necessary to go back to the days of the
III rill Conquest, for as Gamier says, the land system has
been left as a legacy by the feudal lords of the Norman times.
As with other legacies that go down through the ages, changes
occur to meet the new needs, so in the land tenure of England
changes occur but many glimpses of the original legacy may be
seen in the time covered by the colonial period of New England.
Ev#B today in theory there is no absolute ownership of land in
England, for land there is the subject of tenure and not of
ownership - a practice handed down from the days of William the
Conqueror. "Traces of it (" Torman ' anor) survived in an ag-
ricultural sense down to the last decades of the eighteenth
century... In place of the feudal hierarchy of lord, freeholder,
and villein, there had definitelv emerged, the new classes of
3
landlord, capitalist farmer and landless wage-^aid labourers."
1. Gamier, R.
,
History of English Lande Interest, p. 155.
2. Colling, J., The English Land System, p. 43.
3. Harriott, J., The English Land System, p* 50.
c
II. MANOR
A. Origin
The most striking feature of the Norman System 7/as the
manor. There have been conflicting* views held by some writers
as Seebohm, ITasse and Vinogracoff , as to the origin of the
manor. One school sees in it the old Roman villa; another,
the German mark; another, the Teutonic influence. All these
groups claim it was not brought in by the battle of Hastings
but already existed in old Saxon England, although from 10G6
it took a more definite form.
B . Characteristics
What is a manor? A brief definition ?;ill not suffice;
a description of its features is nec snary. It has been called
1
a "lord's estate with a township or village community on it."
Sometimes the word "hall" was used instead of manor, as "he was
sent to the hall of Horningsheath; it is a customary land of
2
the hall of Beckenham."
It has been said that the typical manor had three charac-
teristics. It was frequently geographically coincident with
the vill although not always, as localities differed in this
respect. The people living on the vill appeared from one
point of view as members of a township and from another as
1. fJhosh, J., A History of Land Tenure in England, p. 118.
2« Pollock and "aitland, J., The History of English Law, p. 587.
FV
3tenants of a lord, but all having lands in the vill held of
the same lord. Secondly, it was an agricultural unit.
Thirdly, the manors in financial and jurisdictional matters
were ke^t separate, even when the same lord held several
1
manors. Theoretically, there was a lord for every manor,
either a lay lord or an ecclesiastical corporation.
C. Size
Some manors were very small as shown "by the words coined
to designate them as maneriolum, manerium, and manerettum.
In the Domesday Book there was mentioned one hide held by five
thegns for five manors. On the other hand, there were very
large manors such as that of Taunton Dean which covered numer-
ous villages, and the manor of Tollinrland which contained the
2
towers of Gorleston and Lowestoft which were nine miles ar>art.
D* Customs
What some of the manorial customs were we c?n see from
a study of the manor of Hitchin made by Geebohm. Anyone
desiring admission to the manor har1 to -oay a year*s quit rent
unless he was fortunate enough to find others who desired to
enter at the same time, when the charge would be only a half-
1. Pollock and Maitland, J., The History of English Law, p. 585.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 593.

4year's quit rent for them all. Once in the manor their
lands might be forfeited if the copyholds were wasted or
there was a wilful refusal to perform services or if they
leased their copyholds for more than three years without
license. Freehold tenants forfeited their estates if guilty
of treason or m rder. The lord evidently had a common pound
and stocks, for in an account of the same manor we read that
"from the time when the memory of man is not to the contrary,
the lord of this manor has been used to find and provide a
common pound and stocks for the use of the tenants of this
1
manor." The lord had a monopoly of the mill, for Coulton
tells us that the monks enforced this right as well as the
2
laymen did when in the position of the lord of the manor.
III. TYPHIS OF LAND
A. Demesne Land
The principal parts of the manor were the land in demesne
cultivated by the lord or his bailiff for the lord's use, by
tenants who owed certain days labor services; and the land of
the homage. The land outside the lord r s demesne was farmed
by tenants who were sometimes liable for military service
whenever summoned and usually for dues in the shar>e of tallage
3
fines or manual labor.
1. Seebohm, English Village Community, n. 44-7.
2. Coulton, A., Village Community, p. 84.
3. Bennett, 0.
. , Problems ox Village Life, p, 14.

5Although the center of the typical manor was the manor-
house, it was not always a fine builciinp*, but sometimes a
simple one in charge of a bailiff. Andrews in describing
a manor said that it stood adjacent to a court or yard which
^robably formed the area between the house and outbuildings.
The quadrangle which was the customary form of homestead
construction was so arranged for defence. Around the quad-
rangle were bams for corn and hay, stalls for horses and
cattle, pens for sheet) and. folds for the smaller animals,
ffltbin the court were ov^ns and kilns, and nearby the salt-
house, the malt-house, the ricks for hay and wood, while at
1
a distance, was the mill.
B. Land of the Homage
Arable . Of the different tyaes of land on the manor,
the most interesting was probably the arable or cultivated
portion. Various terms were armlied to it such as common,
open-field, or intermixed land. It was usually divided into
three great fields, although there were instances of a two or
four field arrangement. Within the fields were long narallel
strips which were generally a furrow long "the width of the
drive of the olough before it turned" and from one to four
2
rods wide. These strips were separated by green banks of
unploughed turf. At times there were gored acres in the
1. Andrews, The Old English '.'anor, p. 119.
2. Seebohm, F. , The English Village^ Community, p. S.
t4
6corners of the fields which could not be divided into the
usual acre or half-acre strips.
A second feature of these open fields were the furlongs
or groups of strips which in turn were seDarated from each
other "by broader banks. Then there was not a comnon field-
way to give access to the strips, the headland, a third
feature resulted. This was H a strip running the length of
the furlong and inside its boundaries and across the ends of
the strips composing it. 3ometimes when the strips of one
furlong run at right angles to the strips of the neighbors',
the first strit> in the one furlong, does duty as headland,
1
giving access to the strips in the other.
Other features of the open fields were the butts formed
where the strips abruptly met others, or abutted ur>on a boundary
at right angles and "odds and ends of unused land. ...called, no-
2
man's land, or any-one* s land, or Jack's land."
These fields were subject to different customs ox tillage,
such as the triennial succession of fallow, wheat or rye and
spring crops, such as barley, O&tt, fettttfti and peas. It was a
common plan to have each strip bear two cro^s of a different
course, and then to lie fallow.
The open fields belonged to a great number of owners, so
that as late as 1834, in one parish containing 3,831 acres,
1. Geebohm, F., The ISnglieh Village Community, p» ' 5
.
2. Ibid.
t
7there were 2,315 oieces of onen lands, which included 5,327
1
acres, or an average size of one acre. A man who held only-
five acres might have them in as many places as fourteen dis-
connected ones. As the strips were not always measured cor-
rectly, confusion followed. In one case, three acres belonging
to a tenant were lost and could not be located.
This arrangement may have come about in early times, to
equalize the shares, so that all persons of one class, such as
villeins might have lands of approximately equal value in size.
It was desired that each occuoior of land should have the dif-
ferent qualities of land, as well as the land in different lo-
calities. This arrangement was not changed annually, as in the
case ol certain meadow lots, but remained throughout the success-
ion of crorjs.
There was a consider- ble variety in the naming and arrange-
ment of the holdings . A common tyne was the hide or carucate
which was reckoned as the amount of land which could be cultivated
by the plow, drawn by eight oxen. A division of the hide was
the virgate or yardland which corresponded to one-fourth part of
the olow, or to the two oxen contributed by the holder of the full
nlow team. The virgate in turn was divided into two bovates or
the land of the ox. According to another division, the hide
contained two hundred acres and the yardland either thirty or
3
forty-eight
.
1. Maine, English Village Community, p« 98.
2. Vinogradoff, P., Villeinage in England, p. 232.
3. Ooulton, G. G., The Medieval Village Community, n. 37.
t
8The three-field system was general over England with a few
exceptions, and these are sometimes just a matter of terminology.
Such a case, we find, in the Sssex manors of Kirby, Horleck, and
Thorpe. "The services are laid on hides and not actual tenements.
Sach hide includes a great number of plots which do not fall in
with any constant sub-division of the same kind as virgates and
bovates. Some of these plots are small; all are irregular in
their formation. It happens that one and the same person holds
1
in several hides."
las this champion farming upheld by law or merely by custom?
According to '/aine, the custom of the succession of crops would
not be upheld by law, but the "right to feed sheep or cattle on
the whole of one strip during the fallow year, or among the stubbles
of the other two strins after the crops have been got in, or on the
green baulks which divide the three fields, is generally treated
as being legally maintained." On the other hand, there is a
record of a tenant in a hamlet near Handborough, near Oxford,
who sued the Abbot of Rynsham, who had disturbed the order of crop
rotation by substituting a four-fold system, for the three-fold
one. The townshir) had great control over the fields, regulating
the order of nlowing, sowing and harvesting, s„s well as the allot-
ment of the meadows and the erection and removal of fences.
1. I'aine, :'nrrlish Village Community, p. 198.
2. Ibid., p. 87.
3. Orumr) and Jacobs, Legacy of the Middle Ages, n. 7.
4. Vinogradoff
,
Villeinage in England, n. 276.
tT
9Pasture . "hen the period of cultivation was over, the
arable land became common and. with the meadows, pasture and woods
were shared by tenants and lords. The right to commons in
special cases might be the result of a grant from the lord to a
stranger, "as you may grant me 'common mature* in your soil, and
I may be your one commoner, and it is by no means essential that
you be my lord:" or it may arise from custom, no one being able
to recall when the right had been denied. As there were apt to
be more people in the village than there were rights in the arable,
these neople had the right of pasturage when the crorts had been
gathered.
The pasture which was apt to be distant from the manor was
of two kinds. There was the stinted pasture where the number
and kinds of cattle were limited, and the common where there was
no such restriction.
These pastures varied in extent, sometimes covering great
stretches of territory. For example, there were seashore pas-
tures in Essex, to which four distant townships had access.
"Nor was it impossible or uncommon to attribute common nastures
to a whole hundred, the beasts of which were left to depasture
the commons 'horn under horn' . The fens and marshes offered op-
1
nortunities for very extended and communal rights of pasture."
The meadows were also used as pasture for part of the year.
Generally they were held in private use only from the beginning
1. Vinogradoff, P., English Society in the Eleventh Century, n. 288.
ti
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of grass growing to the end of hay harvest, or to Lammas Day,
hence the name Lammas Meadows. These meadows led to two holi-
days; one when the boundaries were removed, and one when the
land went back to private ownership.
In some places, only those who had land intermixed in the
arable plots had right to the meadow-land: in other places, all
the householders and burghers of the town had the right. As
the principle of assigning a share to every holder was followed
here as in the arable, the meadows presented a picture of scat-
tered strips. In the division, the custom, as shown in the
Synsham Survey, is frequently followed, where one year the lord
took all the striDS marked by uneven numbers, and the next those
marked by even numbers. The tenants divided the remaining land
1
according to lots. Uasse tells about a "rotation meadow*1 where
the division by lot was permanent, anr the use of each lot for
hay-harvest was then interchangeable by turns to all those in-
terested, so that he who had lot one a certain year, the next
2
year would have lot two. Frequently the lot meadows were named
after some ancient offices or handicrafts, such as Great Stewards-
ham, the vVaterhaywardshain.
There were many groups of rights: Common appendant , a right
which went with the arable land of the manor; and common appur-
tenant, which was gained by grant from the owner of the land or
1. Yinogradoff, P., Villeinage in England, p. 260.
2. Nasse, E.
,
Agricultural Community of England, p. 19.
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by custom. That these rights were definitely stated ifl shown in
an account of the hamlet of "Yalsworth where the "occupier of
every messuage or cottage within the hamlet ... .hath a right to
turn and depasture on the commonable land thereof. In respect
of and as appurtenant to this messuage or cottage, two cows and
a bullock or yearling cow-calf . . . .and one horse.... and the like
1
number of cattle."
Certain oayments had to be made for the upkeep of the commons
This amount was assessed by the Homage or manorial court, and was
used for such purposes as reoairing the fences and hedges, scour-
ing the ditches, and paying such workers as the herdsmen, the
haywards, and the shepherds. T/e find mention that "the sum of
three pence be paid on Monday weekly, for every head of cattle
which any commoner shall turn or keeo on the commons, for the
2
wages of the herdsmen."
The hayward was an unpopular official who had to irrroound
all stray cattle and who was protected by the courts since
tenants were admonished "that none should assault the ninder at
3
his duty, nor curse him." He evidently needed the virtues of
"strength, health, sternness, and fidelity, since late and early
he must range around and say UDon the woods, the farm, the meadows
4
and fields to all that appertaineth to the manor."
1. Seebohm, F.
,
English Village Community, tu 4-52.
2. Ibid., p. 450.
3. Coulton, 0., Village Community, r>. 91.
4. Ibid., p. 304.
i
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Reccesary, but not so unpopular were the shepherds, who by con-
trast were to be gentle and kindly.
V/astes . A third import ant type of land was the wastes.
These woods furnished an important source of income. The swine
were pastured in the woods, which were also valuable for the oak,
beech and chestnut trees. In the Doomesday Book there is an
entry about a manor of the Abbey of -ilton. This manor was said
to have the customary right of eighty cartloads of wood, pannage
for eighty nigs, and material for the repair of houses and
1
hedges. Sometimes within the woods a "dine" or a olearance
was found where men and animals could move with ease. They
were not common, however, and were generally just for the keepers
and herdsmen. Where the woods were to be used for a Derraanent
hunting ground, frequently hays or hedges were found enclosing
the same
.
Fights to the woods were apportioned to the size of the
holding, and sometimes carried with them the right to turbary,
which entitled the holders to take neat, for burning in his
2
house. Another right to the wastes was that of search for tin,
lead, iron, or calumine stone. Sometimes one part of the waste
was definitely appropriated to the freeholders, while the copy-,
hold tenants held another part.
1. Vinogradoff, P., English Society, p. 291.
2. Elton, Origins of English History, p. 10.
t1
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IV. TYPiCS OF TENURE
A. Xrlllein
An important rrroup of tenants was a class known as villeins •
a grouo which according" to "acaulay has never been abolished by
1
statute. The test of villein tenure was uncertain labor
services, that is, a villein might not know at the beginning of
the day what services would be required of him ere night fell.
Ee was subjected to such services as mechet, tallage or serving
as a reeve. For example, he had to nay the lord if his daughter
married; at his death, his widow had to pay the lord a heriot,
such as the best beast of chattel, or a fixed sum of money. The
new owner paid an entry fee, generally of a year's rent. Kven
more petty was the denial of his right without the lord's per-
mission to sell a tree growing in his court, or even to fell it,
to repair his property. During the week, he was required to
work a number of days for the lord, and on "boon days" at harvest
time, an additional number of days must be spent in the lord's
service. Frequently he had to grind his com at the lord's
mill. He held heritable rights against all but the lord.
The normal holding of a tenant in villeinage was a vir^ate
or yardland, that is, an area of thirty acres and proportionate
rights in meadows and pastures. VThat a villein feared was an
attempt to rrise his rent and exact new services for his land, as
1. "acaulay, T. B. , The History of "ngland, Vol. 1, p* 18.
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he had already obtained "by custom fixety of rent and tenure.
B. Copyholders
Another important manorial group and one still numerous in
the seventeenth century were the copyholders. There are two
views as to their origin. Pollock claims that they are merely
the successors of the old English freeholders, who held by local
custom. They paid dues and services to the st-te or corr unity,
and then to the lord. These customary tenants were not suf-
ficiently powerful to have their lands by charter before the
1
Conquest. According to Soilings, the copyholders came from the
villein class, who in time succeeded in having the nature and
extent of their services copied or enrolled on the rolls of the
2
manor; hence the name copyholder.
The hard terms of their tenure in many cases showed their
origin. Like the villeins, they had to pay fines on alienation
and were bound by local customs of inheritance, as well as heriot.
They were superior to the villeins in that their services were
fixed.
Late in the sixteenth century, one-third of the land in
England v/as still in copyhold. A change in the status of many
occurred in the fifteenth century with the fall of silver. They
became cultivators who hired laborers to carry on their farms.
1. Pollock, 7. and '"aitland, ?., History of English Law, p. 209.
3. Go 1 lings, J., The English Land System, p. 48.
4
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0. Military Tenure - Knir-hts' Fee
The Conquest gave birth to the theory that all land, no
matter what its tenure was held of the king. Consequently,
the military services might be due from those holding land.
As a result, we have th'^ following tenure, know?) as knights* fee.
Basldea military service, such land was subject to money payments
at the marriage of the lord's daughter or the knighting of his
eldest son. In time, the military service was commuted to a
money Dayment. There were fines on alienation, and the lord
had the right of escheat. A.t the death of the possessor, the
Crown received a year's rent.
P« Freeholders
I high tyne of tenant was a freeholder who in normal times,
as a rule held his lajid from overlords or from the king himself,
subject to a variety of services which were not of a servile kind.
The freeholders had considerable rights in common, for they could
not be compelled to allow neighbors to pasture beasts there. They
generally paid a quit-rent, not only for the land, but for protec-
tion as well. Their seisin was orotected by the king's court, a
contrast to the copyholder, who had only the protection of a
manorial court. Before the Statute of "erton, 1336, any free-
holder who had the right of common, had the right to prevent the
lord from taking any land away. That law gave the lord the right

16
to enclose waste if he kept sufficient pasture for the coroners.
They had a secure title to their estates, and the right of sale.
!« Leasers
The leaseholds were originally granted by freehold owners.
In early times, it was a lease for life, but the later practice
was for a long term of years.
The service to the lord was nominal. It might originate
in a family settlement, be a bequest to some dependent for past
services, or a retaining fee for future services. A substantial
rent was demanded at times, and again, a nominal one, such as a
pair of gloves, a sparrowhawk, or a r>ound of pepper. Sometimes
rent, plus agricultural services was required. The tenant for
life was what in modern times we would call a temporary owner.
.Vhen there was a tenant for life, there was always a tenant in
fee of the same land. He rendered public duties, the same as
did the freeholder.
Closely connected with the lease for years was the gage
for years which was land given for security. There were two
types of gages, the beneficient lease and the true gage. The
purpose of the former was technically not to Day a debt but
merely to see that a sum of money which had been nlaced at the
disposal of some one should be restored. The latter was land
'^iven as security for a definite debt. M In consideration for
f
17
money lent A demises land to X for a term of years and there is
nrovision that, if at the end A does not nay the debt, then X
1
is to hold the land in fee."
F. Minor Types of Tenure
Two small grouns were the conventioners and cottagers.
The first grour> were agricultural workers who were granted pro-
tection not by the manor but by terms of an agreement. The
other group were the cottagers who in the days of Elizabeth had
their condition so improved that they were by law guaranteed the
2
possession of four acres of land attached to their cottage.
A form of tenement not so co on was that of serjeanty.
Such a tenancy was inalienable and impartible and was given
according to services. Their services which today might appear
more or less menial included looking after the lord's wood,
carrying the lord's letters, and acting as marshal 1, constables,
stewards and foresters.
Another uncommon form, found only in certain loc lities,
was burgage tenure which generally involved mere money rent
although sometimes it involved some ploughing. At first
borough corporations owned but few lands. A burgage tenement
was treated as an article of commerce and could be disposed of
by will.
1. .Pollock 8- "aitland, History of English Law, p« 122.
2. Cad-bury, G. A Gryan, T. , The Land of the Landlords, p. 9.
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G« Ohurch Lands
In the Norman period land was held by the church. Although
today the monasteries have been abolished, ecclesiastical corpo-
rations still hold land for the Established Ohurch. We have
proof that the policy of establishing vicarages and convents
existed in Norman times for we read "The com, tithe demesne lands
and meadow of the church and tenants 1 rents belong to the prior
anc1 convent, the lesser tithes, etc....with t.70 lofts, which we
1
have assigned for a manse, to belong to the vicar. 1 *
V. AL ISTATION OF LAND
The subject of alienation of land in England is an in-
volved, one. During this period practices developed ?;hich
caused much legal difficulty to following generations.
A. Inheritances
Primogeniture . Of these primogeniture far outranks the
others in importance and prevalence. '"bile the actual origin
of primogeniture is obscure, it probably dates from the rants
of land made by William the Conqueror to his followers. Since
the feudal system was largely a measure of defense, the con-
centration of lands in the hands of one person with sole author-
2
ity would be more natural than a division among many. "The law
1. Vinogradoff, P., English Society, p. 259.
Scrutton, Land in Tetters, p. 55.
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of primogeniture. . . .is the rule "by which an individual dying
inteets/fce, all his real estate devolves on his eldest son or
heir-e,t-law, as determined by th5 cannons of descent. By the
custom of primogeniture is meant the practice of entail inr land
on the eldest born of anticipated marriage of some living per-
son, in such a manner that should he survive his father, it
will be impossible to nrevent such son from succeeding to the
1
inheritance. rt In early times this applied only to land held
by knight's service but later was extended. As ea^ly as 1187
we are told by Gl?nville that in the case of knight's fee, the
eldest son succeeded. By the end of the twelfth century the
orImogeniture scheme was well established. Although it orig-
inally a plied only to military tenures, the rule has survived
until today even though the military tenures have be^n abolished.
The heir inherited not only land, but the labour services of those
attached to the manor. For ths villeins were not seoarated
from the land by testament but their nlouprhs, oxen an" ch'-ttels
2
were at the heir's service." This principle of primogeniture
applied to the villein tenements as the land went to one instead
of several sons. The socage tenements were not bound by the
rule of primogeniture, although for reason of social prestige it
:vas sometimes- followed. The law of De Donis in the reign of
" v the First established primogeniture and decreed revision
1. ' nney, 0. C- and Lawrenoe, It. . , Two Assays in the Law of
Primogeniture, p. 133.
3. Pollock, F. and" Maitland, F.
,
History of English Law,
Vol. 2, p. 360.
-I*
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to the donor in case of failure of issue. For copyholders
except in parts of southern counties where descent to the
youngest prevailed, primogeniture was the rule.
Borough English . I contrasting type of inheritance was
the descent to the youngest or "cradle-holding", a -practice
found chiefly in Sussex. The origin of the name dates hack
to 1327. M In the Herman days a new French borough grew u
"beside the old English borough of Nottingham. A famous case
of 1327 drew the attention of the lawyers to the fact that while
the burgages of the *burg Francoys* descended to the eldest son,
those of the •burg TCngloys 1 descended to the youngest. It was
naturs.1 for the lawyers to find a name for the custom and in the
2
circumst-nces of the case to call the custom borough English."
Two reasons for such a procedure are that the youngest son is
most likely to be found in the house at his father* s death, and
is most likely to be still dependent on his father at the hour
of the latter* 8 death.
Gavelkind . Among the less common practices is one known
as gavelkind where all sons inherit equally. This practice is
found chiefly in Kent. Sometimes an estate is divided among
co-heiresses and Produces the unpleasant result found in
Huntingdonshire. "A. has a messuage and half a carucate in
| f Ghosh, A History of Land Tenure in England, p. 133.
2. Pollock F. and faitland, F, History of English Law,
Vol. 2, p. 273.

demesne and the sixth part of a wood and the sixth part of a
free tenant. John, the Freeman, who pays him Od. and holds
altogether one carucate, and A. has only one virgate and a half
in villeinage which three villeins hold of him, each of whom
pays him 10s. and merchet, and he has the sixth part of two
villeins .. .B. and C. have estates similar to A's and there are
some irregular holdings oart of that descended to them has
1
been portioned, part remains unnortioned.
"
Again traces are found in several English districts in
succession to cottages and little tenancies of freeholders, of
2
the preference for the eldest daughter.
.exclusion of Ascendants . The question of the exclusion of
ascendants was warmly contested for a long period. As a matter
of fact, the father was excluded until 1833. In Elisabeth's
day there was a law case on the subject involving the following
problem. rt A man purchased land and dies without issue: \iho
shall inherit from him, his mother's brother or a cousin who is
his father's mother's father's son's son. "hen this question
has been decided in the favour of the claimant who was of kind
to the father of the propositus, it still left open the Question
about the order of precedence among the female ancestors on the
father's side, a Question which was warmly debated and never
3
really settled until a statute of 1833.
1. Pollock F. and ''aitland, F.
,
History of ::n~lish Law, p. 290.
2. Uton, 0, Origins of English History, p. 203.
3. Pollock, Our Land Laws, p. 104.
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B. CONVEYANCE OF LAND
After the Conquest the consent of the lord was required in
case of alienation but this consent was in most cases granted
after a fine had been paid except in the case of grants to
churches. These were not oo readily given, as the kin<? would
lose revenue by their surrender. It was possible to obtain a
plot in exchange for one which had been taken up for some such
purpose as building a castle or extending a forest. Socage
tenements were much more easily alienated than military ones,
as the former could be done without any harm to the service.
Definite ceremonies grew up in connection with conveyance
such as the delivery of a turf or bough or a straw taken from
the land. The most interesting was the ceremony by turf and
twig. M A knife is produced, the sod is cut, the twig of the
tree is broken off: the turf and twig are handed by the donor
to the donee: they are land in miniature and thus land passes
from hand to hand. Along with them the knife may also be de-
livered and it may be kent by the donee as material evidence of
1
the transaction." According to Pollock such customs hold in
2
many conyholds.
Then there was livery of law where the nresence of the
two mrties or their representatives on the land was no necessary
although they had to be in sight of it. Later seisin might be
1. Pollock, Our Land Laws, n. 104.
2. Hilton, 0., Origins of English History, p. 203.
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delivered in the manorial courts "by the rod which the steward
1
handed to the new tenant. It was assumed that publicity and
notoriety of title were important and therefore possession
should be actually delivered by the grantor to the grantee.
For the same purposes, that is, -oublicity and security was
the document known as a chirography. Its advantages were six.
First, it was incontestable evidence of the transaction; secondly,
the possessors were bound by stringent obligations to perform
and respect the terms; thirdly, it set a preclusive right against
the -Thole world; fourthly, it was a married woman* s conveyance;
fifthly, in case oi seignory or reversion, it was useful; sixthly,
2
family settlements were effected more easily.
Statutes on Alienation . There were three important statutes
dealing with the question of alienation of land during this period.
The Statute de Donis which established entailed estates liked by
the great barons as such estates were not liable to forfeiture
on attainder of the life of the owner and the custom of succession
3
to the sons equally.
The second statute was that of Quia 3mptores 1290 passed
in the reign of Edward the Third which gave the tenants of estates
in fee simnle the right to alienate them provided that the estate
would be held on the old tenure and that the alienee should holcfL
1. Pollock ft Maitland, History of English Law, p. 68.
2. Ibid, p. 69.
3. Scrutton, Land in Fetters, p. 64.
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of the original grantor or his representative. Before this law
was passed, landlords could not sell any part of their possessions.
An odd practice in alienation was that of "uses" which arose
from the fact that after the Norman Conquest wills could not be
made leaving land to others than the heir. By this practice a
man could give over hie land during his lifetime to the use of
whatever successor he rnight appoint. This custom was abolished
by the Statute of Uses, 1536. This scheme had led to corruption
and avoidance of responsibilities, as a man could then enjoy the
land without being troubled by relief or wardship .and the fear
of forfeiture. A law passed in the reign of Henry the Eighth
invested the owner of the use with the legal estate. This, in
turn, led to later evasion and much trouble in the follo7/ing
centuries since land could be transferred by deed without oub-
2
licity or registration.
There was the opportunity later to devise land by will
but this right was gained but slowly. >en by the time of
Henry the Eighth, only about a third of the land could be
alienated by will and that only land under military tenure.
How a better plan of alienation developed will be shown in
the next chapter.
1. Shosh, A History of Land Tenure in England, o. 134.
2. Cobden Club, p. 107.

CHAPTER II
LANDHOLDING IK ENGLAND DURING THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUPY
At the beginning of the first ch-nter we mentioned that the
landholding system of England during the seventeenth century-
was a legacy from the Norman Period. Then we proceeded to
explain the agricultural plan of the manor, the chief unit of
the time, the types of tenants and the scheme of alienation and
inheritance. In this chapter ?re sh^.ll see how the conservatism
of the English holds and how their land system gradually had to
develop and change to meet the new economic and political con-
ditions.
I. SURVIVALS OF MANORIAL SYSTEM
k* Or>cn Fields
Heading Homer 1 s account of open fields as late as 1776
would make one feel that he were reading a contemporary account
of the Norman period. Giving a definition of open or common
fields he says that they "are tracts of land wherein the property
of several owners lies promiscuously disposed. Those parts
thereof, upon which particular Persons have any exclusive
Right of Enjoyment, are usually styled known Land; Others upon
which no such claims are pretended, are thereof called unknown
Land, These are also distinguished by the name of Common,
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because they are depastured in Common "by a determinate number
of the Co^s, Horses, Oxen or Sheep of the several Proprietors,
according to the Quantity of Cottage Rights, Acres, Oxgangs,
1
or Yardland, which each is possessed of." Again, writing of
the same year TClton said the greater Dart of the cultivated
land in England was in ooen fields and pasture and cited the
case of Fordington Field near Dorchester which contained 4000
acres of which 1300 acres were arable and where 50C0 head of
2
cattle were owned and managed by a body of cultivators. It
was estimated that in 1726 half of England was in common and
of that half, coraraon-field comprised two-thirds.
The small parcels of arable land were still a Dart of the
landholding scheme for we read from Gray, that r'In Chester
Town Field, one parcell of ground, called Long Hedge Acres....
is in estimation two acres.... one parcell of ground more in
Chester Town Field, near Dee Bank, called Crange Acre is in
'Istimacion one acre, two roods.... At last we are assured of
tho continual existence at Chester, in the middle of the
seventeenth century of a 1 town fiel^' the constituents of which
3
were small parcels of arable."
•* Survivals of Manorial Customs
El*B the old manorial custom of rendering fealty for lands
survived. There is an account in Norfolk in October 1351, where
1. Homer, Essay on Landholding, o. 1.
.
l
^lton, C, The origins of English History, o. 25.
3. Cray, H.
,
English Field System, p. 250.
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both freeholders and copyholders attorned "for the lands and
tenements they severally held of this manor "by the payment of
a penny. * A striking illustration is found in the Manorial
Customs of ICssex where there was the following ceremony.
"Bee it remembered, that the three and twentieth day of
October, in the years of our Lord, 1659, came Samuel Haddon,
and Liary his wife, Edmond Coster Cusman servant, and r.atthew
(supposed for Martha). TSalle his maids servant, to the
personage of Chingford, at the command of Thomas ITytham, Master
of Artes, and rector of the said parsonage. The said Samuel
Haddon did his homage trier, and paid his reliefs in manner
and forme as hereafter followeth, for one tenement at Chingford
that is called Scottes Iteym alias Brendwood, which was lately
purchased of Daniel Thelwel, 3sq.. First, the said Samuel did
blowe three blasts with a home, at the said parsonage, and
afterward received of the said Thomas 'Jytham, a chicken for
his hawke, a peck of oats for his horse, a loafe of bread for
his greyhound, and afterward received his dinner for himself,
and also his wife, his man, and his mayde. The manner of his
coming to the said parsonage was on horseback, with his hawk
on his fist, and his greyhound in his slippe; and after dinner
blew three blastes with his home at said parsonage, and then
paid twelfe-pence of lawfull money of England for his relief,
and so departed. All these seremoneys were done for the homage
1. Manorial Rolls, p. 15.
1
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and reliefe of the said tenement at Chingfordhatch :.lahews, alias
Prendwood, as "before hath been accustomed to be donne, time and
mind. Witness to the performance of the seremoneys aforesaid,
1
Ralph De11 e , Jo . Hette , John WoodwarI .
0. Survivals of Old Tenures
:'any of the old tenures remained causing vexation. One
writer said "there are other inconveniences in land besides
weeds and trumpery, viz. ill tenures as copyhold, knight
service, etc.; so that a possessor cannot cut any timber down
without the consent of the lord, and when he dies he must pay\
one or two year 1 s rent." By 1GG0 freehold tenures had all
been reduced to those of free and common socage with the result-
ing removal of irritating incidents of feudal tenures which
were replaced by money rents. All fee-simple land could then-
be disposed of by will. In 1685 there were 180,000 proprietors
of freehold estates.
Yearly tenancy became the most comron form of landholding.
In reality, it was a tenure for a long time as it was not
tenure for twelve months but "tenure from year to year" which
could be ended by cither party, a fact which checked enterprise.
There were leases for lives but these were weak as there were
no causes as to the management of property and buildings so
1. Manorial Rolls, o. 26.
V
that in the hands of unscrupulous oeoole srreat damage could be
1
done to an estate. These tenant farmers lived almost a6
well as the squire class.
An important grouo of tenant? were the cooyholders whose
origin and early history has been discussed in the first chanter
of this oaoer. They were secure in their holdings from the
early oart of the seventeenth century. Their rights were
quite definite as shown in the Vanorial Polls, which recorded
the orivilege of cutting down trees or hedges or dieting Dits
under their property without being impeached. In one court
roll of Way 1713, their duties to the manor were listed. They
• were: "The heriot or. the death of the copyholder of his best
cattle and for want of such live cattle, the best good living
thing- of his goods, or if he die outside the manor 3s. 4d. and
if the copyholder make an absolute surrender in his life-time,
the lord is to have 3s. 4d....The dues to the lord for every
acre of cooyhold, arable and keyland is 2 l/2 and for every acre
of meadow 9d. for ouit-rent. The fine on the admittance of a
conyholder was Is. Rd. M
Villeinage Tenure, which was not formally abolished bv law,
was recorded in many document p of the seventeenth century for
examole; for there were traces of it in the narish registers
1. Traill, K., Social England, Vol. I, o. 454.
3. Ashley, The Economic Organization of England, n. 61
.

of Hartland fro-;: 1638-3.650. In 1G51 there IM a petition
against delinquent landlords in the County of Cumberland.
The following were among the comnlaints: They were compelled
to carry articles for the lords such as millstones to their
uills, and coales to their houses. They were compelled to
cut down corn for the lords at harvest. "eanwhile their own
were destroyed from lack of care. Again
,
they could not cut
m timber on their own ground without bribing the lord for
ft license. They were obliged to furnish hens and ooultry at
1
Christmas and Easter and had to pay excessive heriots. The
sr. . ; writer tells us th-t in 1557 Cromwell declarer that in-
stead of the old heavy relief and heriot that just a double
yearly rent had to be paid at the death of an ancestor.
The cottager fared but little better in this century than
in the earlier ones. lie was allowed to build a cottage on
V oto and to enclose a small amount of adjoining land if he
paid a small sum to the lord of the manor. He still was oer-
mitted to get neat utd wood for fuel and to turn out his pig,
2
or geese. Sometimes he was so poor that the parish had
to iupply him with fuel.
Knight* 8 fee, that form of tenure which has been so prom-
inent during the earlier neriod when they had been created as a
1. • ovalevsky, Villeinage in England During the 7irst Half
of the Seventeenth Century, pp. 446-448
#
Cadbury and Bryant, The Land and the Landlords, p. 11.
r
means of national defense was abolished in 1656 by Act of
Parliament. For a long time its value had passed and mere
ceremony and petty grievances were left. Such grievances
as paying a large fine on coming into his property, and not
being able to alienate any of his land without first purchasing
a licence were most annoying. He knew that at his death if
his property descended to an infant that the sovereign would
be the ruardian of that child profiting by a great part of the
rent and requiring the child to marry a person of like rank or
pay a fine. All that remains of these old tenures "are these
honorary services which are still, at a coronation, rendered
1
to the person of the sovereign by some lords of the manor."
A group of tenants, the clergy, has not yet been mentioned
in this chapter. The Established Church as a body did not
hold land but various local groups possessed land. The prop-
erty was held under many tenures, as most of the endowments of
the church were made in early times even before the Norman
2
Conquest or in rather recent times. Consequently one eccle-
siastical body might hold land of a tenure from the time of
King Aethelbert, while another body held land under a recent
grant by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
Sometimes the church leased land Itself as in the case
of the church of Durham which leased its manor for seven years
3
to Andrew Bovenry of Arast. In 1654 we read where the glebe
(church) in Bowdon was leased to eight undertenants, each with
1. "acaulay, T. B., The History of England, Vol. 1, o. 135
2. Gamier, R. H. . History of the Emglish Landed Interest, p. 6?.
o. Cheyney, E., Disappearance of English Gerfdom, p. 34.
r
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a messuage though two were cottagers. The six held for the
most -oart a series of closes, but four had also 'lands* or
strips lying intermixed in places called ~yebrookes, Church
1
field and Hall field. There is a record in 1667 of a dispute
over realtors who had a lease of Edgerly Colliery from the Bishop
of Windsor. This practice was evidently not popular for we are
told that the grantees of church property were like the inclosers,
2
sinners who should be punished by God.
An act passed in 1642 allowed Episcopal lands to be sold
and their proceeds to go to nay debts and to provide for Comraon-
3
wealth. All told, the church property was comparatively small
and tithes were received for the support of the clergy. An
act passed in the reign of Anne gave copyholders in ".Vest Riding
the right to enclose if a sixth part was kept for the benefit
4
of the poor clergy.
As in our country today so in England of old, colleges and
hospitals were endowed with land and so became landholders.
Every college but one in Cambridge owed its existence to donations
of landed property by private benefactors.
1. Cray, H., English Field Systems, p. 251.
S. Irvine, H. The :.aking of Pural Europe, p. 130.
3. Collings, J., The English Land System, t>. 46.
4. Gamier, P., Kistory of the English Landed
Interest, p. 222.
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II. ENCLOSURES
This old arrangement of the common-f ield system was finally-
broken "by the system of private use and replaced by an enclo-
sure movement. This movement bothered politicians, agricultur-
ists, and social workers for many decades. One writer sneaking
of it said, "that it was not merely the displacement of one
system of tillage .... it involved a temporary displacement of
1
tillage itself in favor of grazing. Again, in better terms,
it was spoken of ac "the ruin of villages and agricultural
buildings, the conversion of arable land into pasture, the
3
amalgamation of farms. 11
A. Extent
In the thirteenth century there was a beginning of a policy
of enclosures by legal action in the passing of the statute of
~rton in 1235 by which territorial lords had the right to ap-
propriate their vast manors if they left to the freeholders
sufficient pasture to their tenements with ingress and egress
3
to the same. ""efore that day a lord had needed the consent of
his free tenants if he wished to inclose. Fisher gives the
following table of enclosures.
1. Bradley, H#. An Economic Reconstruction, ff t * ^~
Saas*, Agricultural Community of England in the ft 7
"iddle Ages.
3. Collings, J., The English Land System,
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ZiCtO Acres
Queen Anne
George I
George II
George III
2
16
226
3446
1439
17G60
318784
3500000 1
B. Reasons
There must have been much justification to unset such a
prevalent system of land cultivation as the old open-field
system. Before the enclosures, a man could use no initiative
in varying the rotation of his crops or the datei of plowing
and seed-time. The most progressive farmer could go no faster
than the old obscurantist and the drone. The strips were so
distributed that much time was lost by the laborers in travelling
to many dispersed pieces of land from one end of the parish to
another. The old system was uneconomical as there was waste in
land, by the footpaths, in expense, by the reaping and carting,
and in time, by travelling to the different holdings. The in-
crease in the r>rice of wool, the decline in the number of
laborers and soil exhaustion were important economic factors in
causing enclosures. Other factors causing them were the social
and political value attached to land since of f ice-holdinp was
connected with the ownership of land.
The process of enclosing land was carried on, both with the
sanction of Parliament and without it. If the latter procedure
was followed, the usual practice was to put up raiUs or posts or
1. Fisher, J., Leaseholding in England, p. 40.
• Process of Enclosing
r
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some other kind of fence. These fences might "be Trailed down at
Bight | "but undiscouraged, the enclosers replaced them, ar.r posted
the notice: "Trespassers will be prosecuted." After this
process had gone on for a time, the people's Xaad "became private
property.
The waste was enclosed by the courts, unless the tenants
could fine, a definite grant to pasture cows there. (Nlfeft*ftll7
they could not. In the case of arable land, one had to ex-
change strips with his neighbors until all lay in adjoining
parcels. If the lord were enclosing the msture, rights of %l»
peasants generally disappeared.
The other method of enclosing by Parliamentary authority
was more expensive and took more time. "irst, an estimate was
made of the yearly value by the acre of all the known or common
land in the field, then the plan and survey of the number of
acres in each division was made, which was known as a general
survey. A.fterwards , the known nrooerty of everv owner in each
1
division was measured.
D. Effects of Enclosures .
The effects of enclosures were beneficial for agriculture
as the soil had a chance to rest. The effect on the labor
•..rlcet was not as beneficial. While the increase of tillage
land, which had formerly been grass, increased the demand for
1. Bradley, H., An Economic Reconstruction, p. 35.
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the agricultural laborer, the conversion of open into enclosed
fields had the opposite effect. It resulted in "the elimination
of the small farmer whether he were a freeholder, copyholder,
lease-holder, or tenant-at-will , and in the degradation and
1
pauperism of the cotter and the laborer." Farmers became
tramps, as they could not afford the rent when the value of
land increased. As a result, poverty and crime increased and
the poor rates went up.
Ill- LAND ALISTJATI01I
An unfortunate part of the inheritance of this period from
the preceding one was the complicated system of land-alienation
and inheritance. Some of the difficulties were straightened
out during these years, but some were passed on for the people
of later generations to solve.
km Common Recoveries
One of the worst troubles was the -practice of Common Re-
coveries which had developed as a result of the Statute de Donis
and had been recognized by law in the seventeenth century. As
a result, there was a lack of confidence in real estate deals,
with a decline in rent and the value of land, as there was great
uncertainty as to the title of estates. There had been a
practice of mortgaging estates to as many as four persons with-
1. Irvine, K. , The taking of Rural Europe, p. 138.
• (
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out informing the late mortgagees of the earlier mortgages.
An attempt to remedy the situation was ms.de in 1GG9 by a pro-
posal to compel all those who had any title or claim to any real
estate to register that fact on a definite day or lose his claim.
Great protest, bec3.use of the expense and inconvenience involved
followed. One man said that Westminster Hall would not hold all
the documents, while others said it would be an exposure of pri-
vate concerns. Those for it, who were evidently outnumbered,
felt that it would supply the defect of livery and seisin and
attournment. Its forms could be that of deeds, wills, judgments,
1
or statutes. The practice of feigned recoveries and fines was
2
not abolished until 1833.
B. Statute of Frauds
A law dealing with law alienation was the Statute of Frauds
in 1G76 - which declared that devices of land had t o be in
writing and signed by the testator or some other persons in his
presence or by his direction and in the presence of three or
four witnesses to be valid: otherwise they would be treated
as mere tenants at will. The purpose of the law was to ex-
tinguish small freeholders - of whom there were 190,000 in
England at the end of the seventeenth century.
1. Gamier, R., History of the Fnglish Landed Interest, p. 104.
2. Gcrutton, T., Land in Fetters, p. 79.
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G. Inheritance
7/hat were the rules of inheritance during these years? To
start with the least common form, borough English still held in
some districts of England. In Nottingham, it remained until
1713, and in some places near London, the younger son held where
the amount was small, otherwise, it was divided among the sons.
Gometimec tho remark is made that widows did not fare well
in English law. Once this was quite true, but at this ^riod,
conditions were better. In this connection, there were two
types of rights, freebench, a right which did not come up until
the decease of her husband, anr1 dower, a right which the law
attached at her marriage.
A statute of 1540, which had been extended by later statutes,
gives any person who holds land in fee simple, the right to dis-
pose of it by will. The modem system of settlements, which is
a powerful aid to primogeniture was invented during the seventeenth
century. An estate so settled cannot determine the descent be-
yond the unborn heirs of the eldest son, since there is no legal
advice which can tie ud an estate beyond "any number of lives in
1
being and twenty-one years or a fraction, afterwards." The
xocess of settling an estate is a complicated one, but is clearly
explained by r.velyn Cecil in a book on Primogeniture. She says
"An eldest son must concur with his father in settling the family
1. Cecil, B., Primogeniture, p. 8.

estate. The father is tenant of the estate for life.... and the
eldest son is tenant intail, to come into possession on his
father* c death. The usual plan is for the eldest son, first,
to bar the entail with the consent of his father, together with
all the remainders. The opportunity is often made use of for
paying off outstanding liabilities. The estate is then re-
settled upon the eldest son as tenant for life, merely, subject
to the father's life interest, and if the occasion be that of
the son's second marriage, an allowance of pin money is provided
for his future wife, and a rent charge or annuity is granted her
out of the estate, in case that she should survive her husband.
Provision is also made for any younger children of the contem-
plated marriage. Subject to these charges, the eldest son who
may be born of the marriage is given estate in remainder as
1
tenant intail."
This' system which to the vie?/ of an American seems unnatural
has the support of many in England. Originally devised because
of military necessity, it has become a social institution and is
taken for granted by the younger sons, although there were many
cases where ill feeling was created in families as a result of
the practice. Such a feeling Sir -Iter Scott describes in
St. F.onan's IHX* wherein he said that there wasn't one man in
1. Cecil, C, Primogeniture, p. 8.
#
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twenty who wasn*t hated by his younger brothers because he had
the land with its prestige. Those favoring it, claim that it
developed a sense of responsibility in the eldest son and that
farms were better carried on in England- where there were large
estates conducted by the eldest son than on the continent, where
the system of small properties hel' : . The law of primogeniture
has been successful, for by the' law of intestacy, freehold land
today goes exclusively to the eldest son.

PART II
LANDHOLDING IN NEW ENGLAND DUPING THE COLONIAL PERIOD
•
CHAPTER I. EAKLY TITLES
I. INTRODUCTION
The system of landholding in New England during the
Colonial Period presented quite a different problem from
that of Kngland in the same period, for here there was an
opportunity to begin anew and to eliminate the features of
tenure that had been disliked in England. Almost from the
beginning there was an attempt to have an actual occupation
1
of the territory, and to avoid any great landed property,
txcept for the unsuccessful attempts of Gorges and Mason in
Maine, and New Hampshire, an apparent absence of any desire
to develop great manors in the new country was noticeable.
There were definite stages in the transfer of land; first,
from the crown through an actual or constructive grant to
some individual or company; secondly, from the company or
colony established by the company to some individual or towns
and lastly, from the towns to individuals. Theoretical and
o
in some instances actual title was secured from the Indians.
1. Eggleston, ''elville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 27.
3« Akagi, Roy, The Town Proprietors of the New England
Towns, p. 9.
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II. ROYAL GRANTS
Land-titles in New England may be traced through the Great
Council for New England which became seised of the whole terri-
tory from the crown in 1620, superseding the Plymouth Comnany
-.Thich had been granted territory between the forty-first and
1
forty-fifth degree north latitude. The latter mercantile
company had lost its charter after the failure of its attempt
to establish a colony in !'aine, and after its neglect to make
a second attempt at colonization even when the coast line had
been explored by Captain John Smith. This Council for New
Kngland which lost its charter in 1635, had by that time grant-
ed most of its lands away and provided for a division of the
2
remainder.
The Constitution of this body "allowed one hundred acres
of land for every colonist gone and to go to TTew *higiand at a
yearly rent of two shillings an acre - after seven years. It
granted 15,000 acres for public uses and liberty to hawk, fish
and fowl, to truck, trade and traffic with the savages." At
first all islands were available for grants except lands which
v/ere to be used for the public benefit and swamns of one hundred
3
acres which were to "lie in common." After a time the islands
1. Kggleston, Melville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 27.
2. Weeden, fa* P., History of New England, Vol. I, p* 194.
3. loston, * elville, She Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 21.
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were not restricted. In 1629, to avoid disputes in the future
division of land it was decided that for 50 in the common stock
two hundred acres were to be riven and others were to share pro-
portionally.
From this Council of Mew England, Massachusetts Bay Com-
pany in 1639 received its charter granting land from three
miles south of the Charles River to three miles north of the
? errimac Hiver and westward to the South Sea. The indefinite-
ess of this boundary caused later much bitterness of feeling
between Maspachusetts and New Hampshire. This company was
unique in that it moved with its charter to Massachusetts.
The lands there according to the terms of the charter were
"To be holden of us, heirs and successors, as of our manor of
East Greenwich, in the county of Kent by fealty only in free and
common socage." The stockholders who migrated here were to
receive fifty acres of land for each member of his family and
indentured servant who went with him.
Another important grant was that to William Bradford of
2
' lyrnouth of land fifteen miles on each side of the Kennebec.
Gtill another Important one was the .aldo gr-nt of territory
thirty miles square on Penobscot Bay.
Eggleston enumerates some royal grants and charters of the
period. In 1639, there was a grant to Gorges conveying a tract
1. ".'ass. Acts and Laws. Appendix, 3ec. 1, p. 908.
2. Eggleston, i-elville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, r>. 21.
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of land called the Province of Maine lying between the Pisca-
taqua and the Kennebec and extending inuard one hundred and
twenty miles.... in free and common socage. Almost all of
fihode Island was included in "The Incorporation of Providence
Plantations in the Narragansett Bay in New England which chart-
er was granted by the King in 1G"3 and the Parliamentary Gov-
ernment of New England in 1634. The Governor and Company of
the English Colony of Connecticut in New England in America
"were incorporated by royal charter in 1662. The royal
province of New Hampshire was constituted in 1680, the chief
justice in England, having decided that the title and juris-
diction were in the Crown, subject, however, to the vested
rights of John Mason — a reservation that rendered land titles
1
in the province for so many years uncertain."
7/ere any quit-rents required by those who had received
grants from the Crown? Such were cocoon in the southern col-
onies and if not customary in New England, at least were found
there. "In T 'aine, tenures were feudal, at least on paper.
Cant. Thomas Cannock held Black Point first of the New England
Council and later of Gorges at a quit-rent of 12d per one
hundred acres. Plymouth* s payment of braver skins for the
lands of l-ount Hooe was a quit-rent .. ."i chard Tharton in 1682
received a large grant of land in the Narragansett Country for
1. Eggleston, Melville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 12-13.
c
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which he was to render 10s. quit-rent per annum. ...In at
least one case, a Connecticut man petitioned the Andros council
in Boston, since Andros had revived auit-rents, for a confirm-
1
ation of his title offering to pry a quit-rent."
Aside from the question of quit-rent royal control over
the lmd was realized through the reservations of some of the
natural resources. A charter to Massachusetts Bay in 1691
reserved for the Crown "trees of twenty-four inches in diameter
upwards of twelve inches from the ground" if the land on nhich
they grew had not previously been granted to individuals. In
: aine, in 1G36, Randolph marked off trees for royal masts and
2
bow- sprites.
III. GRANT3 BY THE GENERAL COURT
A. Townships
One stage in the granting of land as just discussed was
by royal authority; another is by grant from the General Court
or colonial government to the towns and individuals. Thi6 was
the most prevalent method in the colonies as the records show.
Massachusetts. Resolves. 1701-2. Resolve'
for granting a Township of eight miles square
to the inhabitants of Springfield provided they
settle thereon. "3
Public records of Connecticut, 16B5.
"This Court doth order that every township in
this colony shall take out Fattents for their
1. Bond, Beverly The ' uit-Rent System in the American
Colonies, p- 22.
2. Ford, Amelia C. , uoxonial Precedents of Our national
Land System, p. 145.
3. Mass. Acts and Resolves, 1701-1702, p. 303.
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eayd grants, of the Governor and Company, which
this Court doth hereby order shall be granted
unto them, for the holding of such tracts of land
as have been formerly or shall hereafter be
granted to them by this Court.... in free and com-
mon socage ancn not in capitte nor by knight ser-
vice. .which patent or a record of the patent
shall be sufficient evidence for all and every
tov/nship that hath the same, to all intents and
purposes, for the holding the sayd lands firme
to. them, their heirs, successors and assignes
forever. 1,1
The General Court in granting these townships was not ar-
bitrary as to their lay-out but showed a preference for a
township of a square form as illustrated by the petition in
1666, -from Groton, Massachusetts, thaf'they be not strictly
2
tyed to a square form in their Line Laying Out." Thile
jbhi expression "miles square" was used it referred more to the
area than the form as some of the so-called square townships were
in. the- form of a"triangle ttand mention was sometimes made of a
ttfact of the quantity of six miles square which should not ex-
ceed ^ight or ten miles in length. Another exception to the
square olan was Cambridge which resembled Italy in its boot-like
3
vshaoe. Of the six hundred and forty acre township tract so
/familiar in the west in later days but one record ic found. A.
surveyor renortec1 to the General Court that there was such- a
tract of land for 'worshippful '/ ill iam Hawthorne, "squire. 1
1. Public Records of Connecticut, 1385, p. 177.
2. Ebrjd, Amelia C, Colonial Precec3ents of Our National Land
•system, p* 5.
3. vk&L
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It contains one mile square and is laid out exactly square."
The advantage of contiguity was overlooked so that from
the very nature of the New England landscape many townships
had to be of an odd shape. Massachusetts and Connecticut
evidently realized this and asked that at least the townships
should be laid out "in a convenient form, in a comely form
in the best form the place will bear, or in such form as is most
1
venient for farms already laid out there."
Massachusetts in 1727 adopted the plan of laying out town-
ships in preparation for future settlements. These although
not square at least had soae order, as they were rows of con-
2
tiguous townships." By the end of the colonial period New
3
'Cngland townships presented a "checker-board pattern."
B. To Individuals
While the most important grants of the General Court were
in towns, some grants were made by it to individuals. Some of
these were to prominent men such as 'Vinthrop who in 1631 re-
ceived six hundred acres from Massachusetts Bay - the first
4
grant to an individual in the records of the colony. Others
were given as pensions to soldiers. The court was evidently
imposed upon in this matter for in 1G71 after fifteen hundred
1. Ford, Amelia C. , Colonial Precedents of Our National Land
System, p. 16.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. -ggleston, Melville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 24.
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acres had been so given, they passed an order that "being often
moved for grants of land by those who were Pequott soldiers
[the court] doe now see cause to resolve that the next court
they will finish the matter anc afterwards give no further
1
audience to such notions." The following acts of Massachusetts
Bay show some of the people favored with land grants.
"Resolve for ranting three hundred acres of
land to John Shelden in consideration of his ser-
vices as messenger to Canada and directing a plat
therefore to be laid down before the General Court...
Approved.
17H3. Vote granting one thousand acres of Land
to Coll Tarter 1 8 Widow and children. . .as a Testimony
of the grateful 3ense this Court hath of his constant
readiness during his Life on all Occasions to expose
himself in Defense of the Country and other great and
good Services.
1G93. Vote for granting three hundred acres of
vacant land to 'Villiam Haberfield of Boston as a reward
for his instructing many persons in the art of clothing-
making. 3
r? iss Ford says that townships were given... to associations
of men, to old towns (as, for example, Ilarblehead) , which com-
plained that it was straightened in its accommodations ... In fact,
Hutchinson says pretences were encouraged and even sought after
4
to entitle persons to be grantees." Before the end of the
r evolution, Massachusetts offered one hundred dollars to emigrant
on public lands in I aine on "sole condition of clearing sixteen
acres in four years. "^
1. Andrews, Charles, The r.iver Towns of Connecticut, r>. 38.
3. : ass. Acts and Resolves, 1723, p. 655.
3. Ibid., p. 197.
4. Ford, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of Our National Land
System, p. 101.
5. Ibid.
tt
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A common type of grant made by the General Court was to the
Church. Again and again such an item appeared in the records.
1702. "Vote for appropreating on hundred acres
of land to the use of the mini etry in the town of 3uf-
fald, on condition that said town Grant etc. an equal
quantity of land in fee simple to Benjamin Ruggles,
inister of said town."1
Frequently the land first provided for the church did
not prove to be in a good location and there were pleas to
the Court to be allowed to sell them.
1759-60. Precinct in Prehobotle. "Setting forth That
the Lands originally designed for the use of the ministry
in said Town containing about four hundred and seventy
Acres were laid out in distinct lots in the several
Divisions of Lands in said Town and that few of them
be commodious for the ministers 1 Improvement ,.. .and Pray-
ing that they may be impowered to sell said Lands as
they shall Judge begt, and vest the Produce thereof in
other Real Kstate
.
,,tJ
The General Court also granted lands for schools as in
the case of Cambridge where in 1733, one thousand acres of land
were granted for a grammar school and in the same year five hun-
3
dred acres in Duxbury for the support of a school. Bequests
to the court for such grants ^ere not always granted as when
Swumfield requested two thousand and fifty acres and was re-
4
fused.
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, 1702-3, p. 373.
2. Ibid, 1759-1760, p. 514.
3. Ibid, 1733-34, p. 740.
4. Ibid, 1718, p. 621.
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IV. TOWN GRANTS
A. Basis
The basis of the division of land by the town was more or
less similar throughout the New England Colonies. 2g~leston
summed it up well when he said that the divisions should be "ac-
cording to man's rank, quality, desert and usefulness, either
in church or commonwealth. That men of useful trades may have
material to improve the same, be encouraged and have land as
near home as may be convenient, and that husbandmen that have
1
abilities to improve more than others may be considered."
Sometimes land was given on the basis of wealth and shares put
in the town enterprises as at Haverhill where he that was worth
£200 to have twenty acres to his house lot... and so every one
under that seem to have acres proportionably for his house-lot
together with the meadow and common and planting ground pro _oor-
2
tionably." In this way that respect to "Quality and Quantity,"
as Windsor expressed, was achieved. The division might be accord-
ing to the number as in Northampton, Massachusetts, '-here every
married man received six acres and unmarried men only four each.
The same principle held at Dedham where the married men received
3
tv/elve acres to the eight of the single men. Sometimes grants
were made in proportion to rights on certain divisions as in the
1. Eggleston, .Melville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 46.
2. Alaga, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England Colonies,
p. 36.
3. Ibid., p. 106.
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low Commons of Cambridge, .Massachusetts and Hampden, Uew
Hampshire. Sometimes dwelling-houses furnished the basis and
in this way such people as the cottagers gained their rights.
B. Reasons
There were some interesting allotments in the towns. One
occurred in New Haven, when a division was made that aided the
poor. In 1640, it was voted "Several acres of ground to be
layd out betv/ixt our pastures farms and the Indian wi is,
were divided among the same lotts about the towne." As a re-
sult "Elizabeth, the rusher, a Brickmaker, Brother Kimberleys
1
brother," receiver! their shares. At first maids and spinsters
were granted lots in Massachusetts but later the authorities
relented and we find an attempt to avoid "all nresecents r evil
2
events, of graunting lotts unto single maidens not disposed of."
Rewards for military services played their p&rt in the story
of grants to individuals. Windsor, Connecticut, rewarded her
soldiers who had taken part in the Pequott 7ar with a large
r>lot of land. "The Soldier's Field"of Hartford was p-iven as a
3
reward to her soldiers who had fought in the same war. In the
records of Framingham we find that a negro, called Hart, who
enlisted in the Revolutionary '7ar received two hundred acres
of land "being Lot Fo. 12 in ::ars Hill between "aine and
1. Severmore, Charles H.
,
Republic of New Haven, p.
Adams, Herbert, Cape Anne, p. 35.
3. Andrews, Charles, r iver Towns of Connecticut, n. 37.
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1
Hew Brunswick. 1
Then private people who had been or were likely to be
beneficial to the town received grants. Among such were
grants to rr. "aton, a teacher, "that he continue his employment
with us for life;" to 'r. Pa-son "that he go on in the business
of powder;" to Goodman Stowe "for writing the laws;" to
Stephen Day "being the first that set upon printing;" to
J. "Vinthrop Junior, to "establish salt work on Massachusetts Bay;"
to Governor ^ndicott for "copper works" . To the owner of a
sawmill at Keens , Few Hampshire, one hundred acres of "midline
good land" was given.
When the towns allotted land they acted as agents of the
'Massachusetts Company as the General Court alone had the right
3
to dispose of land. Sometimes the grants were made in town-
meeting, ?.s in Plymouth where by a law of 1G57 it Tvas decided
"that all land and paroellc of lands that shall bee granted to
4
any within this township ... shall be granted in town-meetings."
In Ehooe Island, on the other hand, boards of proprietors of the
common lands made the grsnts in such towns as Warwick and Prov-
idence. Connecticut towns varied as in Hartford where grants
were made in both proprietors' and town meetings; in 'Vindsor,
grants were rarely made in town-meetings and in Viethersfield
5
all grrnts were made in the latter.
1. Framingham Town History, p. 324.
2. Eggleston, 'elville, The Land System of the Hew England
Colonies, p. 25.
3. Osgood, Herbert 1., The American Colonies in the TJeven-
teenth Century, Vol. I, p. 429.
4. Ibid.
5. Andrews, Charles, Fiver Towns of Connecticut, p. 49.

C. Flan of Allotment
An attempt to deal fs.irly in the division of land was made
so that each one might have some good as well as scne poor land.
4 common method was to arrange the land in tiers and then to
draw lots which were later equalized as to quality and quantity.
At Keene, New Hampshire, one lot a day was drawn until all had
been divided. At Norfolk, Connecticut the plan was that Hthe
fifty-two lotts be put into a ha.tt, and some indifferent person
shall draw out a ticket which shall be numbered which shall "be
the lots number and the lot which either proprietors cLrtv.: as
above shall be held as his in severalty and the next fifty-two
1
lots shall be drawn for in the same method." In some places," the
field was divided into two Darts, lengthwise, and the order of
2
holders in one tier would be reversed in the other." As a
result of these plans the holdings were scattered but provision
was made for the poor. The ho'.:e lots were small, generally
enough for a garden and enclosure for cattle.... An average of
3
two acres at first e.nO later but one acre.
lot all who desired land could co ie into the town but had
to be approved of by the members. In Eadley, in 1052, it was
necessary to be an occupant for three years, before land could
be owned. At 'Yarwic, Phode Island, lots had to be built upon
1. Akagi, Rov, Town Proprietors of the New England Colonies,
B . 107.
Andrews, Charles, river Towns of Connecticut, t>. 49.
Osgood, American Colonies in Seventeenth Century, r>. 458.
t
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1
within three months. Similar restrictions held throughout
the colonies.
Punishments were given for breaking allotment laws. At
2
Cape Anne, four men were fined for "talcing up the town Common. M
The fences which they had built had to be torn clown. The same
author tells of a certain John Gatshill who had a fine of ten
shillings for building on town land cut to five "on condition
that he should cut his long hair."
V. INDIAN TITLE
A. Acts on Indian Titles
hile the policy of the colonists left much to be desired
in the treatment of the Indians, there was some attempt to deal
justly with them in the question of land. This was not only
true in Rhode Island where the policy of Roger '.Villiams has re-
ceived much attention but in the other colonies as well. As
early as 1629 the Corporation of Massachusetts Bay in giving
instructions to Governor Sndicott recognized Indian rights
although not in a gracious manner. He was told to purchase
Indian titles where the savages claimed rights of inheritance
3
so that they might not be charged with intrusion. Again, we
find, in 1633, in the Acts of Massachusetts an article declaring
1. Veeden, '.'illiam B. , Economic and Social History of New
England, p. 57.
2. Adams, H., Cape Ann, p. 34.
3. Cheyney, Edward P. f Early American Land Tenures, p. 28.
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that whatever lands the Indians had in the territory should not
be taken from them. ?ven the purchase of land from the Indians
was regulated. In the same article we read that no one was to
even buy land from the Indians without a license from the
General Court on penalty of having the land forfeited to the
1
country. Evidently there were some violations of the law
for $m act oassed in 1701 nullified deeds of land purchased
from the Indians since 1633, and promised for further violation
rt a fine double the value of the land or imprisonment for a
2
month." Even grants by will were regulated in th^t colony
for we find the following; act.
Act doth and ought to be understood to
extend to all devices of real Estate made by
the last fill and Testament of any of the said
Indians, 1 and all such Devices of Land - to any
nglish person or persons that have been hereto-
fore made, and have not yet been Bpproved by the
General Court, and also all such as shall here-
after be made, unless the A probation of the
General Court shall be obtained, are hereby de-
clared utterly void and of no effect. "3
Plymouth Colony was definite in its feeling towards
Indian purchase. In 1643, there was the following law.
"It is Enacted by the Court, That, whereas
it is holden very unlawful and of dangerous con-
sequence, and it hath been our constant Custom
from our first Beginning, That no Person or Per-
sons have, or ever did, purchase rent or hire any
Land or Herbage, A'ood or Timber of the Natives,
1. Mass. Acts and Resolves, Annendix. 1635, p. 966.
Zt Akagi, P.oy, Town Proprietors of the New England Towns, p. 28.
3. ? 'ass. Province Act.
%
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but by the Magi st rate d Consent; That if any person
do, hereafter, purchase, rent or hire .. ."without the
consent and assent of the Court; every such Person
or Persons shall forfeit "ive Pounds for every acre
which shall be purchased, rented, hired and taken,
and for wood and timber to pay five Times the Value
thereof, to be levied to the colonies use.l
B. Regulations
drhen the colonies of Plymouth and Massachusetts were
united the s^.me position was ke v^t and private ourchases
from the Indians without the consent of the General Court
3
were invalidated.
Roger Williams won part of his fame by obtaining a
deed from the Narragansett Indians giving hia -nossession
3
of a considerable territory. dven so, private purchases
occurred, for in 1651, it was necessary for the General
Court to establish a penalty of forfeiture and a fine of
£3Q for land so purchased.
Some settlers from Massachusetts carried with them
the lessons learned at home when they sought to purcha.se
lands from the Indians in New Hampshire. These men secured
a general meeting of the Indians at Squamscot Falls, and
trained a deed for a "valuable consideration in coats, shirts
and kettles; that for each township there should be paid
1. Plymouth Colony Records, d. 2.
2. Ibid., p. 7/
3. Cheyney, Edward P., '^arly American Land Tenures, p. 107.
4« Akagi, Roy, Town Froorietors of the T!ew England Colonies,
p. 29.
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an annual acknowledgement of 'one coat of buckinir cloth to
Passaconoway , the Chief Sagamore of his successors, twenty-two
bushels of Indian corn to VJhelewigh and his heirs. The
Indians reserved to themselves free liberty of fishinp:, hunting
1
and planting within these limits.
Connecticut was not negligent in the question of gaining
Indian title. The early Connecticut colonists purchased their
territory of the Indians making a fail though close bargain
with them as the Indians needed to have their land guarded
and the colonists needed the land. An illustration of such
a bargain was the case of "iindsor where lands "were sold with
all the trees, wood, underwood, brooks, rivers, waters and
3
nonds lying therein for a valuable parcel of Trucking Cloth."
An equally close bargain was made at Newnort where "forty
fathoms of white beads were to be equally divided between
Canonicua and f.*inantonomos, pind a further itemj "that by giv-
ing by .'iantomos, (hand) ten coates and twenty howes to the
present inhabitants they sha.ll remove themselves off the island
4
before next winter." An act passed in 1717 was similar to acts
passed in other colonies in that it forbade the -^rivate pur-
chase of land from the Indians. Tlot only were individuals
prohibited from purchasing land from the Indians without per-
1. Pelknap, Jeremy, History of New Hampshire, p. 1.
2. Andrews, Charles, river Towns of Connecticut, o. 34.
3. Stiles, Henry, History of Ancient .indsor, p. 115.
4. Jeeden, 'Villiam B., Economic and Social History of
New England, p. 30.
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mission but an act massed in 1702 required townships to rain
1
permission. 1
Another stage in the treatment of the Indians was the
establishment of Indian reservations. In both Hartford and
Windsor they were tried for a time but were unsuccessful.
In New Haven, the amount of land reserved was evidently insuffic-
ient for once in 1G71 some of them petitioned the town that their
friends and relatives "might sit down with them." Another time
they showed dissatisfaction because their lands had been divided
in severalty. Massachusetts had such a policy for in 1701 there
was an order nassed "for granting a tract of land in the town-
ship of Teverton to the Indians, for a plantation and appointing
a Committee to order and regulate the concerns of the said
3
plantations." Here there was in general fair dealings with the
Indians.
VI. BOUNDAPY DISPUTES
The early grants caused much trouble later as sometimes more
was granted than had been surveyed or even discovered. A bitter
quarrel resulting from uncerts.in boundary lines was that between
Mew Hampshire, and Massachusetts caused mainly by a misunder-
standing of the course of the Merrimac ^iver. In 1622, Gorges
and ason were granted by the Council of !!ew England land from
1. Public Records of Connecticut, p. 397.
Levermore, Charles II., The Genesis of a New .Jlnrland State.
3. I.'ass. Acts and Resolves, 1701-1 702„ p. 322.
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the errimac to the Kennebec River. Three important questions
developed during the course of the dispute. Did the Charter
William and Mary granted Massachusetts include the lands granted
in the original charter? Did the Iderrimac empty itself into
the sea at the same point as sixty years earlier? Gould a line
be drawn parallel with the river at a distance of some three
miles north of every t?oint when sometimes it ran from north to
1
south?
Both "assachusetts and l-'ason claiming much of the same ter-
ritory each had made grants so that there were seven claimants
2
to the land each certain of his rights. Later when Massachusetts
found the sources of the stream she annexed Hew Hampshire as it
came within her rights. The Gorges claims were ourchased by
3
[•assachusetts in 1678.
'hat Vermont thought of her boundary dispute wan shown when
that government said "This government astonished at the late ex-
traordinary claims of New Hampshire and Massachusetts Bay to
the territory of Vermont .. .find themselves under the disagreeable
necessity of publicly exposing the imbecility and depravity of
those governments whose candour on the first attempt should have
suggested to them, that in prosecuting such claims, they would
unavoidably become accomplices with the government of New York
1. Fry, I*, Hew Kamn shire as a Royal Province, p. 259.
2. Douglas, Villiam, Summary Historical and Political of
British Settlements in "lorth America. Vol. II, r). 25.
3. Bond, Beverley, The Quit-Rent System in the American
Colonies, p. 49.
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in their many aggravating and long-continued oppressions of the
1
people of this State."
One of the requirements marie by the freneral Court on the
towns was that there should be a perambulation of the bounds of
the town at definite intervals. Rhode Island passed laws
against the removal and alteration of boundary narks. Perambu-
lation was established by law in Massachusetts in 1647 and
Connecticut had a similar law.
\
1. Vermont Acts and Laws, Regulation of "^ees, etc., 1783, p. 1.
?. Andrews, Charles, The Fiver Towns of Connecticut, p. 98.

CHAPTER II. TBS TOWN
I. TYP"!S OF LANDHOLDERS
A. Proprietors
The proprietors or commoners were "the original grantees
or purchasers of the land of the town and their legal heirs,
assigns or successors, with such as from time to time they
1
choose to add to their number." Those whom they chose to add
to their number were sometimes the taxable inhabitants either
landholders or householders, those who paid money to the pro-
prietary treasurer or who purchased the original proprietary
right. In Providence, Rhode Island, "Second Comers" and
later the "Quarter Rights Men" were admitted and in 7-aterbury,
Connecticut, an offer was made to "young men that desire to
3
set tell in ye towne" to become "Rachellor Proprietors. 1
In the eighteenth century a body of absentee proprietors
developed as the early proprietors moved and kept their rights
and as the interest in land speculation grew. The former group
caused much dissension as they were out of touch with the town.
There are instances of the latter group in Winchester, Connec-
ticut, where no one of the original one hundred and six
1. Osgood, Herbert L., The American Colonies in the
Seventeenth Century, Vol. I, p. 461.
2. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England
Colonies, p. 69.
3. Andrews, Charles, The River Towns of Connecticut, p. 20.
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settled. Narragansett 4 fared as "badly, for her
proprietors were scattered over Connecticut, Rhode Island
1
and Ma s sachusetts.
In a grant by the General Court to the proprietors of
Hadley there is an example of a proprietor's covenant. They
agreed to live on the land which had been granted to them to
cultivate the land by shares and to draw lots for the home lots
and meadows, and not to sell until they had lived there for
three years and then only by approval of the town. Their
shares were forfeited if they did not settle and pay their
2
part of the common charges.
The requirements on proprietors were equally strict in
New Hampshire for with but two exceptions Barrington and
Kpsoa - those who did not Day their proportion of the shares
3
forfeited them to the town or other proprietors. At Kingwood
in the same colony there was a further inducement to pay for a
proprietor neglecting his share of the payments "should have so
much of his land sold at public auction as would amount to five
4
times the sum against him." In Maine there were delinquent
proprietors for in 1764—1769, there was a sale of twenty-three
5
delinquent rights at an average of '15.00 a right. Ads ap-
peared in newspapers threatening to sell at auction rights of
delinquent proprietors and to prevent their drawing of any more
lots in the division of the land.
1. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England Colonies, p. 218
2. Ibid., p. 36.
3. Fry, Hew Hampshire as a Royal Province, p. 285.
4. Ibid.
5. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England Towns, p. 229.
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At first the proprietors met in town-meetings but by the
eighteenth century with the increase in the number of people
in the towns they began to organize themselves in separate
1
bodies apart from the town-meeting.
These proprietors were important elements in the town
life. In the first place they divided much of the land among
themselves and planned the general lay-out of the town. Then
they made arrangements for new settlers as they were the inter-
mediary body between the general court and the individuals in
the transfer of land titles to individual from collective owner-
2
ship.
A most import ant duty was the dividing, regulating and
improving of the common fields. In such a connection we find
the following requirement. ftS0 Forrainer comrning into the
Towne, or ajiy Family arising among ourselves phall have any
benefit either of Commonage, or land undivided but what they
shall purchase except that they buy a man's right wholly in
3
the Towne."
They also had to provide for the economic beginnings of
the town life. In doing this they sometimes offered land to
those who would establish grist-mills and saw-mills. Grants
were occasionally given by them to potters and blacksmiths.
Sir William Pepperell in Sanford township, l.!aine, was given
1. Akagi, Hoy, Town Proprietors of the New Sngland Towns, p. 56
2. Ibid., p. 239.
3. Ibid. , p. 287.
•
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"two hundred acres for building a "blockhouse if completed within
two year e. tt At Bridgton, Massachusetts, a man received "four
hundred and thirtv-five acres for keening Oa* i^v* , a small
1
store of needed goods, and running a boat for six years."
Nor dir- the proprietors neglect the requirements of church
and school. Fry tells of one Hew Hampshire town where "of
the shares reserved one was for the Incorporated Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, one for the
first minister of the ^osoel, settled in the town, and one
2
for a church for the ministry of. the Church of England."
The church Allotments were inalienable for we find such ex-
Dresslons concerning them as "to remain and continue to the
3
use of the ministry by way of a oarsonage, forever."
Consequently, a proprietor's organization developed with
its clerk, who serves notice to members of meetings, and en-
tered divisions or sale of land with the survey and bounda-
ries; its surveyor and his assistants the chainmen and watch-
men who looked after the common fields. In the records of
Rochester, Massachusetts, there was a note on chainment which
said that the Quakers did not have to take the oath to oer-
4
form such services.
1. Ford, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of Our National Land
System, p. 111.
2. Fry, W., New Hampshire as a Royal Province, p. 250.
3. Andrews, Charles, The River Towns of Connecticut, n. 45.
4. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England Colonies,
p« GS.
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The association of proprietors often ended when all claims
had been satisfied and provision made for highways and the re-
maining land given over to the ecclesiastical society for the
1
IB ort of either church or school. Disputes often arose
between the proprietors and non-commoners as to the possession
of the common land; the latter declaring that the "land of
the town had been granted to the inhabitants collectively and
2
that to them all undivided land belonged.
B. Spuatters
During the opening up of our 'Vest after the Civil Ear
there were many settlers who believed that possession was nine-
tenths of the law, so during the Colonial Days there were many
who without grant or charter squatted on the lend. In the ter-
ritory given to the Massachusetts Bay Company in 'lew England,
there were squatters such as Morton at 'lount VJollaston and
Blackstone at Shawmut. Legally such were the Connecticut set-
tlers as they could claim their rights only on occupation or
3
personal purchase from the Indians.
The Massachusetts General Court found it necessary to pass
laws dealing with the squatters - laws which were not harsh
towards them. An act in 1785 gave to the squatters fifty acres
of land and the opportunity of buyinc fifty more at no more
J
• Andrews, Charles, The River Towns of Connecticut, p. 62.
2. Osgood, Herbert, The American Colonies in the Seventeenth
Century, Vol. 2, p. 437.
*.'•« Ford, Amelia, Colonial Prece ents of our National Land
System, p. 113.
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than three shillings an acre. An even more favorable law was
passed in 17HH which gave squatters the right on oayment of
five Spanish milled dollars to a deed of one hundred acres, to
be laid out in standard-manner, so as best to include his io-
1
provements. " 9c natters in the same colony were treated very
kindly by Henry Rust who bought si? thousand acres in 17 7.
tie allowed them to buy the lands at half a dollar an acre and
to ?/ork out the cost on his ^slant?.tion. As a real test of his
generosity it was said "that he distributed window-glass among
2
the settlers, a valuable present at the time."
Llaine had more than her share of them as many went to the
eastern and centr- 1 parts of the state during the Revolutionary
:r. They were not an easy rroup to deal with and great dis-
satisfaction arose when commis doners came to anpraise the land.
A small war - the .alta - resulted, during ?;hich sheriffs and
surveyors were attacked. One squatter there when ordered by a
le^al owner not to cut any more timber is credited with saying,
"If I can»t carry wood to my fire, I shall have to carry my fire
3
to the wood."
C. Cotters
Similar to the cotters of England were the cottagers who
had but small plots of land. He find them in Cape Anne where
Colonel John Hathorne "claims a house for a freehold in the
1. Ford, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of our National Land
System, p. 113.
Adams, Herbert, Village Communities of Caoe Anne and
Salem, p. S3.
3. Ford, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of our National Land
System, p. 133.
#•
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village, also a house upon his farm and two cottage rights there.
r. Gednep's name etands for throe freeholds and six cottage
rights, four of them being in his g^eat pasture and one ui)on
1
Antrum's farm."
In 1692 the General Court enjoined that "no cottare
or dwelling place in any town shall be admitted to the
privilege or commonage of wood, timber and herbage, or
any other privileges which lie in common in any towns or
by gr~nt before the year one thousand, six hundred and
sixty-one, or that have since, or shall hereafter be
•ranted." 2
D. Leasers
hile leasing land was not a common practice still there
were instances of it. One lease was that given by Plymouth
Colony In 1679 to Captain Benjamin Church. He was to have a
tract of land at Pocasset and was to nay "fifty shillings for
3
the use of this land for one year." There were two typ+l of
lease, parole given without rent for a few years and lon^ leases.
In the record of the town of Framingham there was a lease "unto
the full end and terme of nine hundred and ninety nine years
to be from thence fully cormleat ft enr.'ed, to their only proper
4
use and behoof." The same town history says that those who
settled on Danforth land took lease running nine hundred and
5
ninety-nine years from d-ite.
1. Adams, Herbert, Village Communities of Cape Anne and
Salem, p. 71.
2. Mass. Laws, 1692, Appendix, p. 971.
3. Osgood, Herbert, Amerioan Colonies in the Seventeenth
Century, Vol. 1, p. 428.
4. Framingham, Town History, o. 113.
5. Ibid.
,
p. 108.
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Colleges and schools sometimes granted their land to
leases and then used the income for the support of the school.
For example, land given for the support of the College and
Grammar school at Cambridge was "leased at an annual rent of
Three Pence an acre for the term of ninety-nine years and not
exceeding nine Pence an acre to those termed their heirs and
1
assigns." Leases were not to be surrendered by word but should
be in writing. The following is an act by Massachusetts court
on leases.
"All leases, estates, interests of freehold or
term of years, or any uncertain interest of, in, or
out of messuages, land or tenements, or hereditaments,
made or created by livery and seisin only, or by parole
and not put in writing and signed by the parties so
making or creating the same, or their agents thereunto
lawfully authorized by writing, shall have the force and
effect of leases, or estates at-will only.
2
IT . ALIENATION OF TITLE
n. Registration of Deeds
The problem of alienating land in the colonies was a more
simple one in the colonies than in England as the colonists had
learned the lesson of what trouble confused and unrecorded titles
caused. In early times laws were passed requiring the registra-
tion of deeds.
1. !'.ass. Laws, Appendix, 1784, p. 1023.
2. Ibid., p. 973.

Mass. 1652. "That henceforth no sale or alienation
of houses and lands in this jurisdiction shall be holden
rood in law, except the same be done by deed, in writing
under hand and seale, and delivered and possession given
upon part in the name of the whole, by the seller, unless
the sayd deed be acknowledged and recorded according to
law.»l
B. Inheritances
At an early date definite rules on the subject of making
wills and inheritances were laid down as shown in the following
acts.
"That the age for massing away lands—shall be
one and twenty years.
—
It is also ordered, and by this Court declared
That all our lands and heritages shall be free from
all fines and licenses uoon alienations and from all
heriots, ward-ships, liveries, primer seizins, year,
day and waste, escheats and forfeitures upon the death
of parents or ancestors—and that forever." •
Provisions for the care of intestate estates were quite
elaborate. They provided that a wife could enjoy a third part
of her husband 1 s lands; that where there were no wife or child-
ren the brothers and sisters of the deceased shared with the
mother. riven the grandchildren were provided for and riven
3
the share their father or mother would have had.
Tradition still had its hold on the colonists for the
eldest son was watched over even if no distinct rule of primo-
geniture held. We find that after the widow had received her
just share, the children and other heirs were given theirs pro-
1. "ass. Acts and Lav/s, 1652, Appendix, p. 962.
2. Ibid., p. 966.
3» Mass. Law, Appendix, p. 1010.
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vided "the eldest soun shall have a double portion and when
1
there are no souns the daughters shall inherit as co-partners."
An act passed in 1719-1720 provided that if there was enough
land to divide among more than the eldest son, that it was
"divided among the children preference always being given to the
2
sons. 1
In intestate estates equal payments were made to all the
creditors and equal shares to all children except the favored
eldest son. Vhile the executors had the right to sell land to
settle an estate, the land of a married woman could not be
3
sold without her consent. If there were no children nor legal
representatives of them the estate was allotted to the wife and
4
next of kin.
As in England when there was no heir the land escheated to
the lord of the manor so in the colonies we find "That where no
Keir or Owner of Houses, Lands, Tenements, Goods or Chattels
can be found such...3hall belong to this State and be secured
5
to the public Treasury thereof."
0. Land Sales by Towns
In the eighteenth century the law of supply and demand
worked and lands were sold as well as given away. The towns,
the New England governments and the British Government all sold
1. *"ass. Laws, Appendix, p. 1010, p. 370.
2. Mass. Acts and Resolves, 1152.
3. Sggleston, elville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 56.
4. 'ass. Acts and Resolves, p. 152.
5. Acts and Laws of the State of Connecticut in America,
MDCCXCII, p. 162.
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and purchased lands. The former bought up wild lands or com-
mons in the old towns at reasonable prices. In New Hampshire,
"prices were from one to three New iftigland shillings per acre."
M Penacook, each settler paid the Province «5 for his right
in 1725. If he failed of fallowing, clearing or fencing one
acre "within a year he was to forfeit £5 to the community of
1
settlers." Common lands were sold by Auction at Braintree
2
as there were so many disputes concerning them.
The policy was followed by the General Court which sold
both at auction and on credit. In 1762, in I/assachusetts,
"nine townships of six miles souare were sold at private auc-
o
tion at the Boyal Exchange Tavern in Boston." By 1784, the
process was so popular in that colony that a land office was
established in Boston. In 1785, Massachusetts sold townships
on one year 1 s credit with interest. A law of 1789 "permitted the
Committee on eastern lands to sell unappropriated lands in quan-
tities and on such terms as they should judge most for the in-
4
terst of the commonwealth. 1 The townships along the rivers
were divided into halves; one half being sold in larger lots
and one-half at cheaper rates. The business was evidently prof-
itable as Rev. Samuel Hall in 1777, sold one thousand acres in
.'.aterbury which he had bought for £40 for HOOOl in Cold Spring
1. "Veeden, p. 514.
2. Adams, Charles, Three Episodes of the History of
assachusetts, p. 605.
3. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the Hew England
Colonies, p. 199.
4. Ford, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of our l!a.tional
Land System, p. 91.
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he bought fifteen hundred acres for £340 and in 1744 sold them
1
for ^10,000.
"Vhat the British government thour;ht of sales was shown by
a proposition in 1772 of the Lords of Trade "that the unappro-
priated lands in the region of the New Hampshire grants should
2
be sold at five pounds sterling per hundred acres." This pol-
icy was not enforced because of the American Revolution.
D. 3ale by Individuals
As the towns wished to keep congenial members and to avoid
r,ublic charges there was no freedom of alienation by individuals.
The usual refrain was that land should be offered to the town
first. There were many variations of the theme such as a law of
1659 in Connecticut which declared that "T!o inhabitant shall
have the power to make sale of his accommodation and house and
lands until he has first propounded the sale thereof to the
town where it is situate and they refuse to accent of the sale
3
tendered." In 'Tatertown, Massachusetts, in 1533 there ws,s a
provision against selling lots to "forrainers" . Billerica
allowed the proprietor of a ten-acre privilege to sell a five-
acre privilege and one who had more than a one-acre privilege
could not dispose of it even to his children unless the town
4
had refused to make them a grant."
1. Akagi, Roy, Town Proprietors of the New England
Colonies, p. 216.
2. ?ord, Amelia, Colonial Precedents of our National
Land System, p. 84.
3. Sggleston, elville, The Land System of the New England
Colonies, p. 49.
4. Adams, Charles, Genesis of Massachusetts Towns, p. 24.

B. Forfeiture
An unfortunate way of having land alienated was by for-
feiture. Sometimes lots not built upon within a specified
time v.-ere forfeited. It so he/opened in Cambridge, Hartford
1
and Springfield. Absentee estates were forfeited after
notice had been given in the public newspapers at les.st thirty
days before the meeting of the Oourt. The debts were paid
from the sale of these estates and the rest of the money went
to the State Treasury. "any estates were confiscated during the
"evolutionary "'ar because their owners sided with the King*
In the Connecticut Laws provision was made for puch confisca^
tion after notice had been given for three successive weeks in
the Boston newspapers. Phode Island and Kassachusetts had
similar laws.
III. PLAN OF fm TOWN
The study of the plan of different towns shows some features
common to all such, as the town commons, and some -ooints of
variation. The town of Hadley, Massachusetts, shows a char-
acteristic arrangement. "The original house-lots, which were
less than fifty in number, were laid out on the opposite sides
of a single street. The street extended north and south across
a neck of land... was twenty rods in width. From the street
1. Hartford Records
,
p. 121.
Connecticut Acts and Laws, Original, p. 172.
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extended westward 'three highways to the meadow, 1 and eastward
•three highways to the woods. 1 The house lots v*hen of full
size were thirty rods in width and eighty rods in length and
extended back on one side of the street straight toward the
river, and on the other side toward the woods. A.t the north
end of the street lay the 'little meadow at the south end, the
south meadow.' Beyond the 'little meadow' was the forty-acre
meadow where the land between the house lots and river was
known as the great meadow. South of the village also lay
fort Meadow ft&d Hockanem meadow. The farms of the early set-
tlers consisted of the successive allotments which were made of
1
the adjacent meadow. H The plan of New Haven ^hich was quite
a contrast consisted of a central square surrounded by rec-
o
tangular lots.
A. Town Commons
In early Hew England the system of town commons held. These
generally comprised lands granted to be thrown together into a
common field, sometimes a meadow, sometimes pasture, sometimes
1 >wing land and a wood. According to Andrews the common-meadow
3
system was in use from Salem to TJantucket. It was also found
in Connecticut for in 1374 'Tethersf ield granted twelve hundred
acres v/hich were "to remain for the use of the Town in general
1. Osgood, Herbert, American Colonies in Seventeenth
Century, Vol. I, p. 448.
3« fordj Amelia, Colonial Precedents of our National
Lend System, p. 11.
3. Andrews, Charles, p. G9.
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1
for the feeding of sheep and. cattle forever." These meadows,
which gave pasturage for horses, cattle and sheep, were generally-
divided in several ty and belonged to the proprietors of the town.
Sometimes the common fields were formed because of difficulty in
fencing or insufficient means to fence separately
.
I • Right!
Since the town commons were valuable, regulations had to
be made for their use and protection. From the common of wood
the townspeople could take what they needed for such purposes as
fuel and building but frequently there were restrictions on
carrying wood out of town. At Oape Anne "noe sawen boards,
clapboards, or other Timber or wood could be sold or transported
out of the town by any inhabitant unless the above be first of-
2
fered for sale 'to the thirteene men.'" In other places
there was a fine of five shillings a ton for selling wood out
**
of the town. A more serious punishment was ^iven in New Hampshire
"the sum of twenty shillings for every tree of
one foot or more and ten shillings for every
tree or pole under that bignes and other wood
or underwood trible the value thereof .. .and
if any person shall be convict of such offonse
a second time, he shall forfeit and pay to the
use of the poor of the parish... the sum of
twenty shillings or suffer one month's punish-
ment .
1. Andrews, Charles, p. 54
•
2. Adams, Herbert, Village Communities of Cane Anne and
Salem, p. 54.
3. Adams, Charles, Genesis of Massachusetts Towns, p. 659.
4« ' Tew Hampshire, Criminal, p. 31.
4
In Connecticut each town was to choose five men to take
the common lands belonging to each of the severall townes
respectively, into serious and sadd consideration and after a
thorough digesting of their owne thoughts sett downe under
their hands, in what way the said lands may...he best improved
1.
for the common good."
0* Basis of Division
The basis of division was generally according to number
and estate. As the land was sometimes cultivated in common
the free-holders and sometimes the selectmen had to decide
what cror>n should be grown and how the soil would be cultivated.
These commons meant expense and care. Colonial records
make frequent mention of fences, gates, perambulation and
pounds. The expense of pasturage was. divided according to the
OD
number and age of the animals. In Connecticut, every person
was required to work one day annually to clear away underbrush
3
from the pasture. Those who neglected to appear or pay
4
money were fined five shillings.
An important officer was the hayward whose duties we
find well-defined at Cape Anne.
1. Actr- and Laws of the State of Connecticut in America,
p. 36.
2* Andrews, Charles, p. 65
.
3. Ibid.
4. ~eeden, William, Economic and Social Life of "ew
BgXftftd, P. 276.
«
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Voted "That the Dates att both Sad* of tho
field be made f'ood i -jell-reaaired. .and that
the Haywards accordingly are desired S Impowered
to do it I to Pender an Account of the Charge
the next proprietors meeting.
Voted that the ITaywards. shall have the
power to take up and Impound any horse kind or
any other cattle wch shall be found upon his
own ground or the grounds of any other pro-
prietor. "
Other officers were fence-viewers and surveyors who had to
see that the common pastures, meadows, anc- fields were fenced in
and that each of the -orcorietors oaid his share of the fence.
i
strrARY
A. Characteristics of Landholding in England and America
The land tenure during the colonial period was characterized
"in England by feudal tenure, concentrated possessions, confused
titles and difficult of transfer; in America "by allodial owner-
ship, widely distributed possession, clear titles and ease of
1
transfer. 1
I'uch of the feudal tenure was disappearing during the period
vith the growth of the enclosure movement, the abolition of mili-
tary tenures and the decline of the old feudal array, and the
changing of the villeins and copyholders into rent-paying tenents.
Still much of the old manorial system remained with its emphasis
on personal services in payment for land and the idea that there
was no direct ownership of land as it was all held of the king.
The three-field system of cultivation with its waste of time
and energy and its successful check of initiative was present
but with the enclosure acts of parliament which were much in-
fluenced by the agrarian revolution, was shown to be as great a
misfit for the economic conditions of the seventeenth century as
the old feudal form of government would have been for the
political conditions.
1. Cheyney, Edward, Sarly American Land Tenures, p. 104.
4
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Confused titles which were the result of the old Statute
de Donis and Quia ?mptores with the resulting attempts at
evasion still held. So imbedded was the notion that there
should be secret transfer of title and mortgaging of estates
that attempts to have deeds registered caused much indignation
v-ith their charge of interfering with private affairs and
causing exposure of family secrets.
Dating back to an early neriod was also the difficulty of
transfer of title since in olden times the possession of land
carried with it definite service obligations. As the king and
the lords had wanted to guard against divided estates and to
know who held the land there was great restraint on alienation.
hile the forms of inheritance varied from borough English,
giving all to the youngest son, through gavelkind, distributing
among all, up to primogeniture, still there was an attempt at
fairness and the widows rights were recognized by dower or by
will.
Another characteristic of English land tenure was the
large estate arising from the manorial system. The decline of
feudalism did not necessarily mean a decline in large estates
as the political and social value of land were important factors
in the life of the day. The enclosures tended to create large
estates as such were necessary for sheep-raising and to secure
the most profitable returns from the new agricultural machinery.
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E. Contrasts
In America, on the other hand, the first characteristic
in marked contrast to the English was the allodial tenure.
Originally titles might be derived from the king of Indian
purchases but once acquired they were held in absolute owner-
ship. The settlements and grants were in most cases business
propositions, the king having granted charters to mercantile
companies which in turn made grants to towns or individuals,
sometimes as rewards for military service, sometimes for
economic purposes and in most cases for settlement. These
towns in turn, granted land to individuals and such organiza-
tions as church and school.
Another marked characteristic was the o.bsence of large
estates. T.Vhile in Rhode Island there was a tradition of large
estates there seemed to be no definite proof of their existence.
The very nature of the grants to the towns would prevent their
establishment as the crying need was for close settlement and
protection. '"hile ?'ason and Gorges had been granted enormous
estates they were not developed as such. The Kennebec and
the "aldo grants in Maine were large, but these were the ex-
ception rather than the rule.
Practically from the first there was little confusion of
land title as early laws required registration of deeds and the
land was definitely granted to certain companies. In the laws
making land title secure by registration of deeds, there may
V
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have "been a survival of the old copyhold idea where "proof of
the customary tenure was found in the manor court rolls, from
1
which a copy was taken to serve as title." larly laws viere
massed against individual purchase of Indian title, the com-
panies and crown securing Indian titles at a low rate. The
troubles in America arose not because of lack of registration
and secret transfers but as a result of fault:' surveying and a
great ignorance of the geography of the territory granted. The
most striking illustration of this was the struggle over the
I'asonian claims — a struggle resulting from ignorance as to
the course of the !'errimac.
There was an ease in tran^fej1 of title with the exception
that it should be offered first to the town — a precaution
rendered necessary because of the financial conditions of the
time as they desired no risk of dependents and partly from the
nature of the communities.
"One of the most natural divergencies of colonial law
from the common lav; of England appears in the departure through-
out New England from the principle of primogeniture in the
2
inheritance of land." In 1692, in Massachusetts , an act had
been passed in the case of intestate estates, dividing the
real and personal estate equally among the sons and daughters
1, Cheyney, Edward P., Industrial and Social History of
England, p. 123.
2. Osgood, Herbert, The American Colonies in the 18th Century,
p. 307.

after the dower or third of the widow had been subtracted.
This law was copied almost exactly by Connecticut. In a
famous instance, known as the 'Vinthrop-I.echmere case, an
unsuccessful attempt was made to establish the system of
primogeniture in New England by a direct anneal to England.
If it had been successful, it would have upset the economic
nd social structure in Hew England.
C. Similarities
Although there were such marked contrasts, traces of the
old English customs may be seen in the new world. Such is
the system of commons. As in England certain rights in the
land brought privilege of commons of woods, pasture, and waste,
so in America went rights in the towns commons. As in England
under the three-field system tenants and their bits of land
scattered in different fields so in America there was an at-
tempt to equalize shares by giving rights in the different
types of land. ^ots in both countries were often drawn by lot.
The American town has been compared with the English manor
in its communal aspects. Such we see "in the town's over-
sight of the common droves and in the town's determination of
the annual seasons for opening and closing the pasture grounds.
I/aine enumerates among the characteristic features of the
Teutonic township the communal officers who watched over to
see that common domain was equitably enjoyed by the grazing
cI
cattle or by the woodchopper and also the custom of 'stint of
common 1 'whereby each commoner's number of beasts was limited. 1
T
"ach one of these old-world features found its duplic te in
cur town of New Haven.
"Half-acre lots were frequently granted to fishermen at
'V inter Harbor ''any of these grants were to be held only
during the town's pleasure and were therefore strictly of the
nature of cottage rights uoon the waste land of an English
1
"anor. M In both countries we read frequently of perambula-
tion of the bounds in England of the parish and in America of
the towns. In each there was the village-green, although
town common was the more usual name for it in America, the
center of the social life of the village. The proprietors
of the New England towns may be compared to the lords of the
manor in their power over the land although they lacked
political rights as a body.
Gome of the quaint customs survived in America as that
of conveying land by turf and twig. In 1695, "John. Rush of
Salem in the presence of two witnesses took a twig from a grow-
ing tree and a piece of green turf, both on his own land and
said "Here, son Thomas, I do before these two men, p;ive you
2
possession by turffe and twigg.
X* Adams, Herbert, Village Communities of Cape Anne and
Salem, p. 32.
2. Ibid, p. 78.
rr
In both countries the estates were oft in scattered in-
stead of compact as property is apt to be today. The follow-
ing description might aprcly to either country. "John "'hite
possessed the following estate In 'cowyard row' two small
tracts of about three roods each, one containing his dwelling-
house,— three tracts, one of two acres and a half and the
other t^ro of one acre ~nd a rood each, •located in old field 1
about one acre on *long marsh hill 1 together with another piece
of about three acres and a rood in ! long marsh 1 about thirteen
and one-half acres in the 'neck of land 1 eleven acres in the
1
•great marsh* and about one acre in the *ox marsh 1 ."
D. Conclusion
In conclusion, in England during this period there were
both the old manorial holdings and the modern estates made by
enclosures. There were many types of landholding from the
small holding of the villein, the land of the copyholder, to
the land of the knight* s fee and the great lords all of v?hich
were held of the king. The rules of inheritance were involved
giving preference to the eldest son and there was restraint on
alienation. Some land was held by lease, a practice more
common in England than in New England at this time.
In America there were small estates which shared in the
common pastures, and wood of the town. The important
1. Osgood, Herbert, The American Colonies in the Seventeenth
Century, p. 450.

land-holding groups were the chartered companies who held
their land from the king although not in feudal tenure. From
these companies, towns and individuals were granted land.
The proprietors were an important group in the towns as also
vere the non-coiamoners of which a very small class were
cottagers. There was ease of transfer of title and alienation
of land. The estates were small and few were rented. Of the
two the land-holding system of New England was much the simpler,
vvhile there were some similarities between the two, there were
more points of contrast.
•
APPENDIX
•
A Typical Case of Villein Services
"In the abbot of Ramsey*s manor of Stukely in Huntingdon-
shire the services of a virgator are these: From the twenty-
ninth of September until the twenty-ninth of June he must work
two days a week, to wit on I'onday and ".ednesday; and on
Friday he must plough with all the beasts of his team; but
he has a holiday for a fortnight at Christmas and a week at
faster and at V/hitsuntide; if one of the Fridays on which he
ought to plough is a festival or if the weather is bad, he must
do the ploughing on 3ome other day; between the twenty-ninth
of September and the eleventh of November he must also plough
and harrow half an acre for wheat, and for sowing that half-
acre he must give of his seed the eighth part of a quarter;
whether that quantity be -ore or less than is necessary for
sowing the half-acre he must give that quantity, no more, no
less: and on account of this seed he is excused one day's
work; at Christmas time he must make two quarters of malt a.nd
for each quarter he is excused one day's work; at Christmas
he shall give three hens and a cock or four pence and at
faster ten eggs; he must also do six carryings (averagia) in
the year, within the county between the twenty-ninth of June
and the end of harvest at whatever time the bailiff shall
choose, or if the lord pleases he shall between the twenty-
ninth of June and the twenty-ninth of September work five
days a week, working the whole day at whatever work is set
him, besides carrying corn, for he shall carry but four
cartloads of corn for a day's work; if at harvest time the
lord shall have two or three 'boon works' (precationes) , he
shall come to them with all the able-bodied members of his
family save his wife, so that he must send at least three
men to the work; he pays sheriff's aid, hundred-penny and
ward-penny, namely 6 l/4d."
Reference: Pollock, Frederick and /aitland, Frederic, History
of English Law, Vol. I., p. 349.
*
Copyhold
John Jones .... Copyhold for Lives under the President and
' cholars of Saint hiry Magdalene College, Oxford.
"o. on
Bower 2nd Field Arable Acres Roods Perches
*±oo une Lana in acts ncQge rux—
long Upper Fnd Field i 24
Furlong M 1 24
DDO une Liana, m naxpeu r^nci
Furlong Land Field w 3 10
574 One Yard in Lank Furlong • 1 19
605 One Acre in Lank Furlong 1 3 17
n«p T"YiH in T o+ f- a JPifpTfiTifTv'llC JLkIUJL XII lioo OB i'U.XXUIl^J X PQ
688 One Acre in Little Prye
FiitT one
- 3 30
690 One Acre in Little Prye
FutT ntiT o 9sj 10
7^9 WXXC X.ICJ.I1U. XXI OXXUX w ! UI XUIX(_- •*e
752 Two Acres in Short Furlong i 1 1 23
755 One Headacre Land Shooting
on Ch isholm Common i 1 36
765 One Land in Great Pry
Furlong tt 3 10
786 One Acre in Great Pry
Furlong it 3 1
843 Two Land 8 in Prye Little tt 2 4
907 One Acre in Bowsprit Furlong
Houndswett Field
1001 One Acre in Hayes Fnd
Furlong »t 2 30
•
iii
No . on
the map Borer Snd Field Arable Acres Roods Perches
1092 One Land in Houndswell
Furlong "01 9
1336 One Acre in Short Furlong 2 26
1235 One Acre in Short Furlong " 2 29
1254 One Land in Short Furlong " 1 15
1265 One Land in Little Hushes 1 17
or Rushy Furrows Furlong H 1 22
1275 One Land in ditto » 1 11
1285 One Land in ditto 1 1 22
1287 One Land in ditto 1 12
1304 One Land in ditto " 1 23
Solinger Field 1 15
1429 One Land in Long Fields " 2 18
1446 One Land in Down Furlong " 1 24
1517 One Land in White Lands 3 11
1529 Two lands in ditto < 1 11
1543 One Land in Rtslngtoa
Heddje Furlong 1 24
1561 One Land in Easington Heddje
Furlong " 1 10
1627 One Land in Woodlands 1 29
1633 One Land in Woodlands 1 24
1661 One Land in Rood Furlong M 1 34
1665 One Land in Lower Woodlands " 1 26
1693 One Land in Upt)er Woodlands "03 9
l7oG> Two Lands in I'arsh Furlong " 1 29
1750 Headland and Fellow in Long
Snapper Furlong " 2 23
Reference: Gray, Howard L.
,
English Field System, p. 437.

iv
Extracts From an ^arly Court Roll ( A . D . 1307)
Source: Court Roll 153,68 from the translation in Hone's
J-'anor and I'anorial Records,
Court of Drightwaltham held on the day of the Annunciation
of Blessed I'ary the first year of Edward II.
Adam, son of Ralph Felix for default at the Lawday; in
mercy by pledge of Ralph Felix.
John Messenger for the same; in mercy by pledge of Ralph
Teylour.
Avyce le "Vynde because she does not prosecute against John
le Rjwf, in mercy by pledge of William Fulke, John atte Cruche
(Cross) in mercy for a trespass made on William Fulkee by taking
and carrying a harrow of said William and detaining it for 3
days whereby the land of the said William lies unharrowed to his
damage, and which said trespass he could not deny, but acknowl-
edged same, by pledge of John I'ewe.
William Fulkes complains of John atte Cross of this, that
whereas the said John had sometime fpranted to aforesaid William
1 acre of land for a term of 10 years, of which term 8 years had
gone, and 2 years are to come, the said William had driven his -
plough to the said land to till it and make his hay. The said
John comes with force and arms and drives away the plough of
aforesaid William from the said land, and impeaches him against
Mie covenant between them made, and ejects him from his farm
to his damage, etc. And aforesaid Joh come and says that he did
not deliver of grant the said acre to the said William of his
free will, but because it was neglected and poor land, the said
William retained the said land in his hands by might, because he
was the lord's bailiff. And the said John did not dare to
contradict him nor eject him from the said land until the time
of sowing last past, and then he ejected him as was lawful to him,
and has done him no injury therein. And they 3peak contrary and
put themselves on an inqui siting of 12 jurors. And the jurors
say that the said John of his mere and free will granted to the
said William the said acre of land for a term of 10 years in
return for the cost and expenses expended on the said land, and
the said John by agreement with him and Warren Wynd delivers
(the land) to Sir J. de "'atlington; it is considered that the
said William shall have the land for 2 years,
* * * * * •
John Dainsere in mercy for damage done in the lord's wood by
breaking and cutting down the lord's thorns on the heath, by
pledge. Sum 42d.
Reference: R.B. '"organ, headings in English Social History, pp. 123
•
VSummaries of Tudor and Jacobean Surveys which illustrate
1
crraal Two and Three-field Townships.
Areas are in acres unless specified otherwise. Hessuages
are indicated by m.
,
virgates by virg.
,
cottages by cott.,
tenements by tent. , and gardens by gard.
Brailes, Upper and Nether, Warwickshire.
Land Rev. N. B. 185,ff. 181 329 5 Jas. 1.
Enclosed Arable in the open field
Custumarii (Upper Prathes) UnsDec. Pasture 'lorth field South field
Thos. Baldwyn, m. 2 virg. 1 1/8 1 12 12
I'argar. Napton, m. 1 virg. 3/4 5 4
Harlon "arde, m.2 virg. 1 l/lo 14 14
r
'
~ r 3ha11 ,r;.. 1 virg. 1 " 4 4
Dorothea Nicolls ,ra. 2 virg.l 3/4 10 4
Custumarii (Nether Brathes)
Thomas Bishoop,m. 2 virg. 1 11 9
Sd. talker, m. 1 virg. 16 7
Serack Ockley, m. 1 vir^. 1 8 7
V,'m. Gardner, m. 2 virg. 1 1 12 12
Rec. Rymell, m. 1 virg. 1 " 7 6
Baldwyn has "communia ^.sture in quibusdam pasturis incentibus
in upper brailes vocatis (nine pastures named) pro vili
averiis, vequis, lllxx ovibus" . Other tenants fare pro-
portionally.

(Cont.
)
vi
Leis et
Hades
Thos. Baldwyn 1 l/2
rargar. Napton l/4
"arion Varde 1 1/2
Roger varshall 1
Dorothea 'icolls 3
Thomas Bishopp
. 3
Ed. Talker 4
^erack Dckley 3
Vm
. Gardner 4
^ec. Rymell 3 l/2
North Field South Field
Upper
m. Nether -'d.
1 1/2 3/4 1
1 1/4 3/4
1 1/2 1 3/8 1 1/2
1 1/4 3/4
3 1/2 1 1/2
Lotted ground In gallow
M le heath" hili
2 2 2
4 1 1
2 1 1
4 2 2
2 1/2 1 1
Reference: Gray, Howard L.
,
English Field Systems, p. 437

vii
A Contemporary View of Inclosures
"For looke in what partes of the realms doth growe the
fynest and therefore dearest woll, there noblemen and gentle-
men, yea and certyn abbot tes holy men no doubt - not contenting
themselfes with the yearly revenues and profytes that were wont
to crow to theyr forefathers and predecessors of their landes,
not beynge content that they live in rest and pleasure nothinge
profiting, yea much noyinge the weale publique - leave no /round
for tillage, thei al into pastures: thei throwdoune houses:
they oluck downe townes., and leave nothing standynge, but only
the churche to be made a shepehouse, and, as thoughe you lost
no small quantity of grounde by forestes, chases, laundes
and parkes, those good holy men turne all into dwellinge places
and all glebeland into desolution and weldomes. Therefore
that one(e) covetous and insatiable cormaraunte, and, very
plage of his natyve contrey, maye compass aboute and inclose
manya thousand akers of grounde together with one pale or
hedge: the husbandmen be thrust cute of their owne, or els
either by conveyne and fr^ude, or by violent oppression they be
put besydes it, or by wronges and injuries thei be so weried,
that they be compelled to sell all: by one means therefore or
by other, either by hooke or crooke they muste needs departe
1
awaye; poore, selye, wretched soule."
1. Coulton, G.G., Village Community, p. 313.
•
viii
The Patent of the Town of ' .'incisor
"vhereas the General Court of Coneoticot have formerly
granted the proprietors Inhabitants of ye towne of Vindsore all
those lands both upland & meadow, within those abuttments uppon
Hartford bounds by ye great River, where ye fence of their
meadow stood & to run as ye s^ fence runns till it meets in a
red oake tree marked* for ye bounds standing within ye neck (of)
fence in Thorn Sutler's land, and from ye tree it runs a westerly
line till it meets w^*1 ye breck hill Swampe, & from thence west-
erly till it meets w**1 farminr;ton bounds & abutts west on
farmington and Symsbury bounds & North in ye Commons & it ex-
tendeth from Hartford bounds on ye South, North to a tree marked
neere y
e great River two miles above a brooke known by y e name
of Kettle brooke. On y
e
east side of Conecticot River it abutts
on a great elme on y
e
south side of Podunk River & runs Easterly
three miles & then south half a mile & from ye half miles 1 end
it runs Sast five miles & abutts on ye Commons on ye "^ast from
sayd Hartford bounds, ye whole breadth till it extendeth two
miles above ye forenamed Kettle Brooke, both on ye 2ast & .est
side of Conecticot River, ye sd Lands having been by purchase or
otherwise lawfully obtained of ye Indian native proprietors,
e d
And whereas the proprietors y fore s Inhabitants of Windsor,
in the colony of Conecticot, have made application to y
Governor's Company of ye sayd Colony of Conecticot assembled
in Court, Hay 25, 1685, that they may have a patt ent for ye

ix
confirmation of ye afore Land soe purchased & granted to
them as afore sd & wch they have stood5^; z-^P & quietly
possessed of for many yeares late past w**1 out interruption.
Now for a more full confirmation of ye aforesaid tract of land
as it is butted & bounded afores unto ye pr gent proprietors
of ye sde tov/neship of Vindsor, in their possession & enjoy-
ment of ye prmises Tnow ye y* s^e Governor and company as-
sembled in Generall Court according unto ye Commission granted
to them by his : ajestie in his Charter have given, granted & by
these presents do give, grant, ratifie & confirme unto Captn
Benj. Newberry, Captn Daniel Clarke, Lnt Thomas Allyn,
Mr Henry Wolcot, Hr Thomas Russell, Senr Hr George Griswold
r e e de e
A 11 John !'oore & y rest of y s present proprietors of y
township of '.Vindsor, their heirs, successors, & assigns forever,
ye foiesde prcll of land as it is butted and bounded, together
all ye woods, meadows, pastures, ponds, waters, riverals,
lands, fishings, huntings, fowlings, mines, mineralls, quarries,
& pretiose stone uppon or within ye sde tract of Land & all other
proffits & commodities thereon belonging or in any Tise appertain-
e deing, & doe alsoe rrnt unto y afores (names of the patentees,
above, repeated) & ye rest of ye proprietors inhabitants of
indsor, their heirs, successors & assigns forever y* afore sd
tract of land shall be forever hereafter deemed, refuted &. be an
entire township of itselfe, To have & to hold y e sde tract of
land & premise8 wtn all & singular their appurtenances, together
th e
w y privilege & inmonities & franchise herein given & granted

with ye sde (names repeated as above) & others prsent
proprietors, Inhabitants of 'Vindsor, their heirs, successors
and assigns, according to ye tenor of East Greenwitch in Kent
in free & common soccage & not in capitle nor by knights'
service, they to make improvements of ye same as they are
capable according to ye custome of ye country, yielding, render-
ings paying therefor to our Sovereign Lord ye King his heirs,
successors & assigns, hi3 dues according to Charter.
In witness whereof we have c .used ye seale of ye Colony to
ebe hereunto affixed this 26 day of our Sovereign Lord James Y
Second of England, Scotland, France and Ireland, King defender
of the faith, etc."
Robert Treat, Governor.
Pr order of ye General Court, signed by John Allyn, Secretary
p
r order of ye Governor & Company of ye colony of Conecticot.
Signed by John Allyn Secretary. 1 intered in y
e public Records,
Lib. Ilfo: 141:142.
This above written is a true copy taken out of ye original and
compared. "arch: 1697-8, by me, Henry Tolcott, Register.
r
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